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ABSTRÄCT

Two CMOS VLSI circuits have been designed and

manufactured to examine the viability of construcÈing a

tactile sensor array which deterrnines the edge point outline

of an object.. Several hardware algorithmic strategies ldere

examined and features of each strategy were combined Èo

implement the final design" The manufactured integrated

circuits successfully carried out the required tasks of

detecting a pressure stimulus, deter¡nining the object's edge

outline, and transrnitting the edge point array to a remote

processor, The object outline is available in a format'

which could be used for object identification and

orientation. In a hypothetical LOO x 3-00 pixel sensor using

the selected design, a tactile image refresh rate in excess

of 600 kHz. could be achieved. The determination l¡tas made

that substantial speed improvements could be realized by

implementing a custom designed operational amplifier in

place of the biased inverter arnplifier used in the test ICs'

ft was al-so concluded that future construction of tactile

sensors could be made in a layered structure btith the

necessary computing circuitry placed underneath the metal

conLact pad. This implementation b/ould lead to sensors k'ith

improved spatial resolution properties" The Ics were

manufactured by Northern Telecom in a 3 pn dual netal layer

process. The conpletion of the design work IÂIas made-

possible through the cooperation the University of Manitoba

ViSf Laboratory and the Canadian Microelectronics

Corporation" 
ii
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CHÄPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

Än intelligent tactite sense for a robotic gripper is

necessary for a variety of manufacturing applications. A

problem arises in the processing of a large amount of data

from a high resolution sensor. Demand on a controlling

computer woul-d be excessive in order to carry out the

required computations. An intelligent sensor would perceive

a tactile stimulus and process the data ínto an image.

In this thesis VLSI circuits are described which ü¡ere

developed to form the active elements in detecting a tactile

stirnulus, and to calcutate the edge points of an object

handled by a robotic gripper. The circuits have been

designed as building blocks which can be physically laid out

to construct a large array. The sensor would be implemented

in the manufacture of a robotic aripper, thus enabling the

gripper to detect and process a tactile pressure stimulus"

The characteristics of the human tactile sensory

apparatus have been vigorously studied since the 1930s" An

overview is presented in Chapter 2"

The algorithrn which determines the edge points from raw

pressure data was developed by Lee Luang Hong in her

Master's thesis. t1l The four nearest neighbor edge point :

algorithm formed the basis for the hardware manipulation

strategies developed in Chapter 3 "



ïn chapter 4 the features of three hardware strategies

are combined to create the final hardware circuit

configuration.Detailsofa]-]-sectionsofthedesignare

highlightedalongwithapresentationoftheoperationof

thecompletedesign.Toprovetheviabilityofthedesign

twohardwarecircuitsq/erecreatedtotesttheperformance
of the chosen strategy' Considerations are included

concerningtheoperationofalargetactilearraywhich
couldbeconstructedfrorntheindividuatninepixelvLSl
circuits.

Chapter5containsideaswhichwouldbenecessaryin

implementingthetactilearrayedgeprocessorintoaworking
robotic gripper which would transmit an object,s edge point'

outline.

Theresultsofthecircuitperformanceevaluation

arehighlightedinChapter6.Thesingle-pixelcircuittest

examined the perfornance of the pressure detection, and the

edgepointdetermination.Thenine-pixelcircuitprovideda

basis for testing the complete system operation' and was

used in a sinruration of a rarger working tactile array"

ChapterTdocurnentstheoverallperforrnanceparameters

ofthemanufactureddesignandmakesreconmendationsfor

irnprovementsandfutureworkinthefieldoftactilesystem
design and aPPlication'



CHAPTM. 2

HUÏ4AN TÄ,CTrLE SENSORY APPARÄTUS t 1l

2 "1- Cutaneous Mechanisms

The most diffuse human sense known is l-ocated in t'he

skin of man. The sense has been ref erred to as ¡'touch¡r , but

servesmanyotherpurposes"Itsdiversityhasleadtoa

dilernma on whether the sense should be classified as one

sense or several. Although various cutaneous sensations are

often considered together, this discussion will be confined

to sensations which are originated in Èhe skin" An attempt

to quantify the mechanoreceptive processes will be carried

out for comparison with tactile sensor resolution and

tactile pixel síze considerations'

The analysis wiII examine the properties behind the

concept that cutaneous sensation responds to rrstimuli vs'

signalr, in reacting to an action impressed upon it" À11

receptor types will be identified, and will be associated

with the communication network which transmits the sensory

information. The various locations in the human body will

be examined where the sensory ínfornation is processed' The

concept of threshold in the receptor firing mechanisn wiIl

be analyzed with special attention to the mechanoreceptor

sensors. Spatial resolution of all cutaneous sensors will

3

t1l concepts and figures throughout this chapter are from
references 2 and 3"



be presented. Finally, a comparj-son of human and mechanical

sysLems will be done to establish a reference for

engineering design considerations "

2.I"L RecePtor TYPes

There exist two main farnilies of receptors in the skin,

the .free, terminals and the 'organized' corpuscular

receptors. The free Èerminals are unifornly distributed

over the entire body. The more specialized corpuscuLar

receptors have a high concentration in various areas of the

skin. The free terminals have often been identified as

passive recipients of various stimuli" In contrast, the

corpuscular receptors have very individuat reactions to

dif ferent applied st.irnuli. The four main stimuli to which

the receptors react are; cold, heat, touch and damaging

pressure. The thermoreceptors are a group which respond to

variations in temperature. Mechanoreceptors react to touch,

pressure, and vibration. Lastly, nociceptor units signal

pain when a darnaging stimulus is applied to the skin.

Figure 2.L shows a cross section of the first three layers

of human skin, Observe the layered structure, the spatial

distribution, and Lhe rnultiple sizes of the various receptor

units. Note also the connection meLhod and paLh of nerve

fibers which conduct the generated sensory signals"

This thesis, being concerned, with the development of an

intelligent electromechanical tactile sense, includes a
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detailed analysis of the mechanoreceptors. The operation of

these units will serve as a model to be emulated and

possibty surpassed in sensor parameters such as spatial

resolution, sensitivity, dynamic range, and physical

durability "

2.L"2 MechanorecePtor Units

Mechanoreceptorscanbesubdividedintothree

categories according to the reaction adaptation to touch.

These are: slowly adapting, rapidly adapting, and very

rapidly adapting. Adaptation is illustrated in Èhat a

reaction to a stimulus ín a very rapidly adapting corpuscle

will occur quickly and then decay very quickly to a steady

state. In contrast, the reaction of a slowly adapting

corpuscle rises less quickly but will maintain an output

response for a longer period before returning to a steady

state. see Fig. 2.4. slowly adapting units detect the

position and velocity of a stimutus, rapidly adapting units

detect velocity, and vibraÈion, and very rapidly adapting

units detect transj-ents in both position and velocity"

2 "1, " 3 Stimulus Conduction

The growth or construction of the network which links

the sensory receptors to the information processing areas of

the body is called myelination. Both the mechanoreceptors

and nociceptors cornmunicate with the spinal column and the

brain, which process the received tactile information" Both



types of receptors have both myetinated and unmyelinated

channels of communication which tactile signals must

traverse" Myelinated receptors are those cells which pass

their signals along well structured paths, more generally

kno,u¡n as large and small- nerve f ibers. Many such f ibers can

simultaneously detect signals from one or a group of

receptor cells" See Fig 2.2.a for a representation of the

multiple pathway nerve fiber myelinated system" These nerve

fiber channels carry signals which report nearly in parallel

to the spinal column. On the other hand, unmyelinated

receptors depend upon intercell communication via physically

larger sensory axons to pass the Lactile. information"

Myelinated fibers are constructed of 1ong, elastic, flexible

celIs, where sensory axons are made up from stacks of

regularly shaped cells surrounded by a membrane'

A conbination of receptors coupled to large and smal-l-

myelinated fibers and sensory axons form a nerve trunk"

!{hen a stimulus is applied to a nerve trunk, the large

myelinated fibers are aroused first, Lhen the smaller

myelinated fibers, and eventually the unmyelinated fibers'

Figure 2.2.b shows a nultiple nerve fiber reactíon to

a single pressure stiuuLus. Finally a stage of saturation

is reached where no further increase in the stimulus

activates more nerve fibers. The unmyelinated fibers

transmit their signal by a physical deformation knoWn as

cable spread. Myelinated fiber conducÈion occurs in a
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series of jurnps through their elonqated cells" This type of

conduction is considerably faster than cable spread. When a

stimulus is applied Èo a nerve trunk Lhe resultant signal

can be recorded s,one distance avray aS a series of electrical

disturbances" The observed sigrrals are of varj-ous intensity

and are separated in tine as each type of fiber in a sênsory

region has a different conduction velocity" The large

rnyelinated f ibers conduct f aster than the srnall ones, and

the unmyelinated fibers conduct the slowest of all "

There are various üIays in which inforrnation about the

texture, position, and hazard potential of an object are

conveyed to the central nervous system. Fírst]y, certain

sensory paths are dedicated to a specific type of

infornation. Signals received on a specific path identify

only one type of stimuli" Secondly, the number of impulses

received per unit tirne and the timing between the pulses

carry specific informat.ion. Finatly, the virtual number of

signals received on different paths wíIl inforrn the nervous

system about the nature of the object. Figures 2.3 and

2.4 show signals detected at a remote location in the human

skin. These signals were generated by applying the pressure

stimulus shown, to the index finger of a human subject.

2.I"4 Cutaneous Information Processing

The posterior horn of the grey matter of the human

spinal cord provides the first opportuniiy for the sensory
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message to be modified" The cells it contains receÍve a

wide variety of inputs and can either facilitate or inhibit

further propagation of the stimulus. The response of the

posterior horn to incoming stimuli can act to increase,

reduce, or entirely suppress the sensory message"

Suppression may occur if there is concurrent arrival- of

other messages, or if information originating in the brain

is being distributed by the nervous system. In Fig' 2"5

signals applied to the editing node produce a resufLant

signal- which is passed along'

The thalamus and t.he cerebral cortex form the rnajor

areas of the brain concerned with cutaneous sensation" The

thalamus can be divided into two main regions of sensory

impulse processing. one area is designated to the head

region, while the other region handles all irnpulses from the

body and limbs. Beyond the thalamus the anatony of the

sensory System becomes much more vague. The large number of

myelinated fi-bers emerging from the thalamus to a great

extent terminate in the primary Sensory cortex" There also

exists a secondary Sensory area" Both Sensory processing

areas of the brain are closely coupled to the prinary moLor

activity center as suggested in Fig. 2"6. This tight

coupling is both in proxirnity and in the large number of

interconnecting pathwaYs "

Throughout the sensory pathway all information

originating at. any type of receptor is subject to the

t2
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concep! of editing" ûüithout this selective filtering of

information at each exchange point in the system, the brain

would be consLantly bombarded with an overload of sensory

input. The editing takes place at several locations along

the compJ-ete Sensory pathway " Many examples of the nature

of sensory inforrnation editing exist" RecepLors which are

stimulated in a constant manner transmit briefly, and then

no longer transmit further information" Concentrations of

nerve fibers will not pass further signals until the number

of received signals, or the intensity of these signals

crosses a predefined threshoLd" The spinal column

attenuates or anplifies impulses under the control of other

activity present on the nervous system at that tirne"

Finatly, Lhe brain al-Iows selective attention to certain

ínformation conÈrolled by the amount of conscious activity

presentty attributed to a specific region of the body" The

brain is the editing control center, initiating appropriate

reactions to the highest priority sensory inputs"

2.L"5 Detectíon Thresholds

As previously stated, several types of mechanoreceptors

and nociceptors are capable of generating impulses as a

resul-t of tactil-e stinuli " In order to f ire of f a sensory

receptor, the aaount of stirnulation energy applied to it

must reach a certain prescribed level" Upon the

application of a stimulus, the permeability of the receptor

mernbrane chanqes and triggers a generator current" Then a

l-5



loca1 depolarization in the recepLor occurs causing the

production of a generator potential" Eventually, a

dedicated zone of the receptor-nerve fiber junction is

triggered to fire off an. impulse to be transmitted by the

fiber. The required energy level to trigger a receptor is

known as the excitation threshold" Every sensation aroused

in the skin has a detection threshold which depends on many

factors inctuding the excitation threshold. The sensory

thresholds of the skin are very much higher than those of

the specialized senses. For detectíon of a cuLaneous

stimulus, energy levels must be one hundred nillion to one

trillion tines higher as compared to the arousal of vision

or hearing.

Many factors affect the detection threshold of the

skin. An area with a high density of receptors !'/i11

naturally have a lower detection threshold than an area with

more sparsely l-ocated receptors. The lower detection

threshol-d is a direct resul-t of the curnulative properties in

the posterior horn v¡hich will detect a sensation purely upon

the number of received impulses, even though the intensity

of each individual impulse was too low to be detected. The

physical thickness of the skin vrill affect the threshold"

This fact is supported by the observation that. detection

thresholds are higher in the lower linbs where thicker skin

is found in comparison with the upper lirnbs. A mechanical

stimulus readily felt on the finger may not be noÈiced when

applied to a toe"
16



The thresholds for intensity and duration of a stimulus

vary independently and also vary with different subjects.

A 1ow energy stj-mulus may not create a response, but an

increase in intensity or the size of applied area vrill

arouse more receptors resulting in the experience of a

sensatj-on. A short application of a specific stimulus may

not arouse any receptors where a more prolonged application

at the same intensitY rnaY do so"

Threshol-ds vary with the frequency of stimulus

application" A low intensity stimul-us applied infrequently

may not be detected. with the same stimulus applied at an

continually increasing frequency, a point will be reached

r+here a tactile sensation is generated"

2.1- "6 Spatial Resolution

The spatiat resolution of cutaneous receptors varies

greatly throughout the human body" The density of touch or

pain sensors is much greater than the density of other

receptors such as those which detect heat or cold" If a

physically small enough stimulus is used to examine a

selected area of the skin, it will be found that threshol-ds

are low in certain sensitive spots and are higher in the

regions in between the spots" It is doubtful that sensory

spots are really separate and discrete. It. is more probable

that gradients of sensitivity exist. The grad.ients are due

to the overlapping arrangement of recepÈors wíth various

t7



detection thresholds. Experimental results which show the

existence of Sensory spots may be explained by assuming the

receptors are closer to the surface, oI have lower detection

thresholds "

External sensory experíments and physioJ-ogical

examinations have ]ed to approximate receptor size and

density values. The values vary throughout the body. rn

Table 2.I receptor size values are presented as a range of

the small-est and largest known bodies which perform the

particular stated function. Density figures are given

on average, and in relätion to a specific location on Lhe

body.

Table 2.I Size and Spatial Density of Mechanical
Stimulus Receptors

Type of Receptor Size Density Location

Slow1y Adapting
Mechanoreceptor

Rapidty Adapting
Mechanoreceptor

Very Rapidly
Adapting
Mechanoreceptor

Mechanical
Nociceptor

"2 x "8 mm -
"5 x 3 mm

z 1cm2 )
30 ,/mm-

20 /^*2,
100 /mm"

2 /mmz 
"10 /mm"

t /nn?,
20/nm"

Throughout.
Fingertip

Throughout
Fingertip

Throughout
FingerÈip

Throughout
Fingertip

.l- x "4.l-5 x 2

30x80
l-x4

"1 x "51x4

mm
mm

um
mm

mm
mm

l_

25

I4
40

l-
5

o
3-

Figure 2.7 shows a schematic drawing of receptive

fields mapped by single fiber stimulation. Below are

histograms showing the distribution of the field sizes of

t-8
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the same units" Diagram A shows rapidry adapting units and

diagram B shows slowly adapting units.

2.2

The human tactile sensory apparatus is compared to
properties which will be incorporated into the engineering
design of the electromechanical touch sensor system.

The human system operates with low level mechanical

stimulation which results in the transmission of 1ow

amplitude erectrical signals. These signars may stirnurate

areas of the nervous system which will act to amprify the
signal if it is deemed necessary to pass along the
information for processing" The touch sensor system also
will operate with 1ow level mechanical input by using a

piezo electric film which generates low revel erectrical
signals. Each individual touch sensor pixel wi1l be

eguipped with an amplifier to bring the signal up to a

standard TTL level prior to further processing.

In processing the information obtained frorn the
receptors, the human system performs some of the task
locaIly in the skin and nervous network. The remainder of
the information processing is performed in the posterior
horn of the spinar cord and the brain. For exampre when a

damaging stimulus is detected by the hand, it is withdrawn

nearry instantaneousry" The determination to remove the
offendinqr stímuIus is decided in the hand and the nervous
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neti'rork connecting to the spinal cord. The kinesthetic
signal generated to rel-ieve the situation may also have

originated in these areas without direct communication from

the brain. ft was not necessary for the complete signal to
be received by the brain prior to an action being t.aken to
remove the hand" It is also thought that some limited
amount of pattern and object recognition is performed

locaIly by Èhe skin and nervous system" The human subject

does not consciously have to think, to determine what is in
his hand" The hand and nervous sysÈem cooperate to present

the brain with a cornpiled image of whatever the hand is
examining.

The sensor system attempts to duplicate the action of
shared processing; a portion is carried out IocaIIy in the

sensor which then transmits an outline of an image to be

further processed elsewhere in the system. The local
processing will be in the form of edge determination of the

object in contact with the sensor and then the transmission,

to the controlling computer, of information concerning only

the location of edge points" The local processing will free
a central computer from the task of recei-ving and then

processing a vast amount of redundant data" By using this
type of irnage transmission the central computer will
directly concern itself only with object recognition and

position "

Tn the human system many tactile recepÈors combine
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their output to form a unified train of signals " This

information is then transmitted over one or more links, to
areas of the body which will make use of the information.
The fcrm of the complete. tactile image is created and then

transmitted. This process is replicated in the

electromechanical touch system" Ä11 tactile pixels
communicate with their neighboring pixels to determine the
outl-ine of an object" The transmission channel is one

dedicated serial link. The controlling computer only

receives the compiled outline in a format in which it can be

quickly and easily interpreted.

The human hand is not well suited to work in a harsh

environment. It can be easily crushed, punctured, or

danaged by excessive pressure, sharp objects, chemical

exposure or extreme temperaÈure. It is, however, equipped

for quick detection and release of a harsh stimulus to
ninimize damage. The human system does possess the abirity
of sel-f healing to recover over time, from damage which is
not Èoo severe.

the delicate touch sensor system is also subject to
damage from an extreme environmenL" Appropriate protect.ion

systems must be incorporated into the design to prevent

damage" These protection systems will act to isolate the

touch sensors and warn of inpending destructive forces. The

array of touch pads will have to be covered by a protective
coating or an array of mechanicar isolation devices which
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will still maintain sufficient sensitivity for the task at
hand. The isol-ation syst.em must be easily replaceable in
the event of damage" The sensor system wirl arso be coupled

with larger, less resol-ute, proxirnity or gross contact
sensors" The purpose of these will be twofold. Firstly,
the larger sensors will warn that contact with an object is
imminent, and that the touch sensor system will soon be

activated. secondry, depending on the operating environment

the large sensors must have the capability to recognize

extreme temperature or a darnaging chemicat stimulus" rf
harsh stimuli are detected, processes will then have to
occur to prevent damage to the more sensitive tactire array.

rncorporated in the human tactile systern is the abirity
to detect and report upon a wide range of stirnulation energy

Ievels. This ability aids in the determination of texture,
shape, and the locat.ion of edges of an object under

examination. rt arso provídes a feedback mechanism to the
amount of pressure exerted on an object" The tactire system

to be constructed only operates on a binary threshold
principle indicating the presence or lack thereof of a

portion of an object at that point. other researchers have

constructed a sensor system which operates with multipre
thresholds" The design under discussion rdas created with a

binary threshold system mainly due to VLSI real estate
constraints and because access to anarog circuitry for the
construction of an anarog to digital conversion circuiÈ was

not readily available"
23



The pixel resolution of the el-ectromechanical t.act'i]e

system wirl be targeted at 1 mm2 pixers with as close a

spacing as is possible" The spacing wíl] be controlled by

the size of associated amplification, edge detection, and

data routing circuitry. The human system obviously operates

with a much higher receptor density" What is given up in

pixel resolution on the one hand is compensated for by an

increased image acquisition rate. A high acquisition rate

for an object while ín a robotic gripper wil-I allow

for quick recognition of an object's position, and the

detection of slip.

2.3 Objective Summary

The human system will serve as a model to be strived

for in the construction of an electromechanical touch sensor

device" AÈ aII poi-nts throughout the design cycle the human

system will be ]ooked to as a guideline of system

performance to be replicated as closely as is allowed by the

design tools at hand.

The following chapter will examine the mathematics of

the edge detection procedure, and the communication systern

required for its execution" Ã, detailed algorithnic analYsis

will be done to determine the most efficient methods of

implementing edge deLection and daLa communication in CMOS

VLSI hardware.
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CHÀPTER 3

DESIGTd STR.ATEGIES

3. l- Computational Älternatives

To carry out the process of edge point detection, three

hardware computational strategies v/ere considered. These

included: a completely parallel scheme, a mixed paralle] /

serial scheme, and a completely serial scheme" The routines

will be discussed, including advantages and disadvantages of

each. The hardware schemes presented are based upon an IC

being manufactured that will- contain an array of nine

individual tactile sensor pixels. The major design

criterion was to efficiently detect and transmit edge point

data on the three by three array of pixels. The IC will

then serve as a building block for a larger tactile array

which will maintain a minimum number of connections, yet

still achieve efficient edge detection and data

transmission. Each hardware routine presented will focus

on a four-point edge point detection algorithm. Every point

in the large array wil-I compare pressure input data with its

four nearest neighbors (North, South, East, West) to

determine if it represents an edge point.

3"1.1- Four-Point Edge Point Detection

The location of sensor sites will be defined in a

Cartesian X - Y coordina-ue sys-uem" Input information
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concerning the shape and position of an object will be

obtained through these points" ff an object is located over

a point and exerts sufficient pressure, a digital- l- will

be recorded at this point indicating the object's presence"

conversely, if the object rnisses a point, or if there is

insufficient pressure, a digítal O will record the absence

of the object at that point" Since the digital

representation of the outline of an object is available in a

two dimensional parallel array, edge detection will most

accurately be achieved Iocally. In all hardv/are schemes

considered, the data is inherently present in an X - Y

array, so it wilr be "iri"i.r,t to deterrnine the edge points

prior to any rnanipulation or transmission of the data.

fn a M. Sc. thesis by L. Luang Hong [1], three edge

detection schemes $/ere investigated. These included an

eight-point scheme and a four-point scheme, both on a

rectangular grid system, and a six-point scheme based on a

triangular grid. The four point scheme being the sirnplest

vras also unexpectedly the most accurate in determining the

best fit for the outline of an arbitrary object"

The essential condition for a point to be an edge point

is that it rnust have a 1 as its input. Any point with an

input value of L on the periphery of the sensing array is

autornatically an edge point" In the interior of the array a

point is considered to be an edge point if it has an input
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value of l- and at least one of the four neighboring

points has an input val-ue of 0.

In the comparison beLween the three edge point schemes,

two factors determined the efficiency of each scheme. The

primary criterion &/as the best fit between the actual object

outline and the outline det.ermined from edge point

detectÍon" The other rnajor consideration was the speed of

data transmission" If a simíIar outline could be

determined with fewer actual edge points, the amount of data

to be transmitted would be reduced. An outline with the

least number of points woutd be most desirable" The four-

point edge detection scheme yielded the best outline fit

with the fewest number of actual edge points in comparison

to the other two that were investigated. The aforernentioned

investigation led to the four-point routine to be used in

al-l- hardware impl-ementations of edge detection"

From a hardware point of view, a sirnple circuit must be

created to deÈermine the existence of an edge point. In the

parallel methods of edge detection all points are tested

simultaneously, though only points wíth an input value of

L requíre testing. For each point with a L value, the

data from the North, South, East, and West (N,S,E,W) points

are required in the edge point deterrnination" See Fig. 3"1'.

For a point of concern (C) with a value I, two cases can

occur" First1y, a1l four neighbors could have a value I'

which would result in point (c) being classified as an
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interior point. Secondly, one or more of the neighboring

points could have a value 0, which would resul-t in point

(C) being ctassified as an edge poinÈ. A special case of

the second classification occurs when all neighboring points

have o value which would lead to the point being

identified as isolated. .A sirnple logic equation describes

the edge point determination circuit"

Result=(Ñ+5+W+E).Ç

If Result has a O value the point is either an

interior point, or it has an input value 0" If Result is

L, the point is an edge point or possibly an isolated

point, and its location must be noted" The comparative

logic circuit can be implemented using a 4-input Nand gate

and a 2-input And gate.

Fisure 3"1' 
Tiï:rÏåä'l"o[iå'"ål:-å:i":n3"T:TiåËr"".
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3"L.2 Completely Parallel Edge Detection

The fastest of all- routines to be examined will be

parallel edge point detection followed by parallel data

transmission. To obtain the high throughput rate available

with this scheme, a large number of connections are

required. Internal to the sensor, each pixel must

comrnunicate with its four nearest neighbors" These pixels

are located at intersecting lines in a grid-like

communication system. once edge data is determined, a data

l-ine is required for each row of pixels in the sensor" As

resolution or size of the sensor array increases, the number

of external lines would soon become unmanageable"

For the edge detection to be performed in paralleI,

each tactil-e pixel must have the capability of transmitting,

and also retaining its input information. To meet this

requirernent each pixel rnust have a nonvolatile memory ceII

or l-atch. Each pixel must make available its input

information to the four nearest neighbors and accept input

information from its four nearest neighbors. The edge point

determination is carried out in the two-gate logic circuit"

The new edge data would replace the input tactile

information in memory at that pixel. Àfter thÍs procedure

the array will contain an outline of the object that exerted

pressure on the sensors.

For t,he fasÈest realizable neans of removing the
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outl-ine determined from the sensor, a paralleI shift routine

is applied" Data lines would be connected along one

complete edge of the array" See Fig" 3"2" one data line is

required for each row of pixels. the data could be shifted

off the sensor in a number of clock cycles equal to the

number of pixels in one dimension of the sensor" For

example, if a large array l¡¡as created using a grid of

three-by-three ICs, in which each IC has a three-by-three

pixeÌ array, then 9 data lines would be required" The data

could be shifted off the large array in 9 clock cycles.

The information would be contained in a (9 x 9), 81 bit

block of data.

The main problern with shifting aIt the data in this

manner is that most of the information is redundant" The

important data, the edge points, make up a very small

portion of the whole array" If all the data is collected

and transmitted, a waste of transmission bandwidth will

occur. Sone form of data compression, or logical filtering

is required to only track the edge poinÈ locations" This

consideration will be addressed in the foll-owing hardware

routj-ne proposals.
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3"1"3 Mixed ParalLel- / SeríaL Edqe Detection

A mediu¡r speed edge detection routine involves a

combination of parallel and serial- processes in deterrnining

and transnitting edge point data. The hardware layout of

the scheme consists of a sirnple input sensor array in

conjunction wiÈh a medium complexity edge point sequencer"

The input sensor array could be constructed with fewer

communication lines because each pixel need only transmit to

its nearest right side neighbor" The planned sensor

structure allows for individuat ICs to be constructed with

nine active pixel-s. Oüe to the simple implementation of

this design, higher resolution is a possibifity vlith either

sixteen or twenty-five pixels per input Ic. As all data

manipulation is performed in the associated processor, upper

and lower connections between pixels are not required" This

fact facilitates sirnple creation of large sensors due to the

smalt number of connections that are required" Connections

are required to the edge point sequencer, which involves one

data line per row of pixels in the input sensor array" See

Figs. 3"3 a f" This number of communication lines does

not present a great prob]-emn because these connections can

be made at the same time that the sensor array is

constructed from individual ICs"

The edge point sequencer consists of three columns of

shíft register latches plus associated circuitry" The
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columns are electrically as tall- as the input sensor array

plus an additional row of latches along the top and bottorn.

The additiona] rows are required to handle vertical- shifL

overflow from the edge point processor" The processor must

have the ability of operating under simple software control"

once the edge point routine for the array has been

initialized., the processor operation will be controlled by a

repetitive hardware sequencer. In development, one nine

pixel shift register processor and the associated

cornmunication control would be created in hardware" The

processors would then stack vertiçally with vertical

connections, to accommodate any size sensor array" The

center register of the nine-pixel processor will always

contain the point being tested for the occurrence of an edge

point. Through a sequence of horizonLal and vertical data

shuffling, each pixel from the input array will in turn

become the point of concern" The shift register latches

must be controllable to shíft vertically and horizontally

according to the seguencer instructions" Figures 3-3 a - f

ill-ustrate the mixed parallel / serial data manipulation"

After the input array has sarnpled an object and input

pressure data has been latched, the sequencer can begin to

extract the edge points. The processor column registers

musL be initialized to zero values" The sequence which

examines all points and transmits edge point locations

proceeds as follows;
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Figure 3.3 b.

- begin by shifting two columns from the input array

into the processing columns; this primes the

processor to examine the rightmost column of the

input array"

- determine if the points of concern (the center points

of Èhe nine register processing elements) contain a

value of one.

if a val-ue of one is found at any of the poinÈs of

concern, perform the edge point routine via the

previously described logic circuit for that group of

nine ceIIs.

if any of the examined points of concern are edge

points, transmit or store their locations.

- the location of the edge point is determined
' according to the vertical position of the processing

element, and number and direction of shifts that have

been perf orrned "

- the location of an edge point is transmitted or

stored by sending the deternrined location data value.

Figure 3.3 c"

shift the processing columns up one row; this places

into the points of concern the pixels below the

previously examined points.

- determine if the points of concern contain a value of

one "

if a value of one is found, perform the edge poinÈ
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routine for that group of nine ceIIs"

if any of the examined points are edge points,

transmit or store their locations"

Figure 3.3 d.

shift the processing columns down two rows; this

places into the point of concern the pixels above the

points first examined"

- determine if the points of concern contain a value of

one,

if a value of one is found, perforrn the edge point

routine for that group of nine cel1s"

if any of the examined points are edge points,

transmit or store their locations"

Figure 3"3 e"

shift the processing columns up one row to restore

input data to the original position as in Fig" 3'3 b

to ready the processor columns for the next right

shift from the inPut array"

Figure 3"3 f.

shift to the right from the sensor array one column,

into the processing columns, this alIows the next

column from the input array to be examined.

The above routine is repeated until all columns have

been examined for edge points, and Èhe edge point data has

been transmitted or stored. The routine, in effect,
q^-.Ê^eñ^ aa'rrrnn rarr nn'lrrmn c.iff in¿^r nf .l-hc erlrre noints ffOm

the sensor array 
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o 0 0

V w x Y z a b c d o 0 o

V w x Y z e f q h o 0 0

V w X Y z ]- ) k t o 0 0

V w X Y z m n o p 0 o 0

V W X Y z q r S t o o 0

V w X Y z u v w x 0 o 0

V w x Y z v z A B 0 0 0

V w X Y z c D E F 0 0 0

V Td x Y z G H T J 0 0 0

0 0 o

Fígure 3.3. ( a)

o 0 0

v w x lY lz la lb c d 0

v w x lY lz le lf q h 0

v I¡l x lv lz li li k I 0

v w x lY lz ln ln o p o

v w x lY lz lq lr c t. 0

v w X lY az lu lv w x 0

v w x lY lz ly lz À B 0

V w x lY âz lc lD E F 0

V !ü X IY trZ IG IH ï J 0

o 0 0

- À,Iphabetic characters represent ra\d pressure
The diagram shows the data structure at the
of the ãAge point deterrnination process.

data "start

Figure 3"3" (b)
Shift the array data
Determine if pixels
Store the location of
scrat,ch pad memory "

two columns to the right"
h, t, or F are edge Points.

^-,? ^,iI-^ *^.: *t- €^r'n,{ i aAny eGge pOj-iru> À\,rr.¡¡¡u¡ *.^ â
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fn using the partially paraIleI, partially serial edge

det.ermination, a great manufacturing advantage is realized

in the construction of the input sensor array due to the

simpliciÈy of the interconnecÈions" All the area of the

input array can be optimized to perforrn high resolution
pressure transduction and amplification, without any area

used for additional computational or routing circuitry" Ä11

of the complex VLSI design will be confined to the

processing columns" These columns would be physically small

in comparison to the input array because the sensor pad area

is not required" The small size of the processing columns

would allow them to be placed alongside'the input array when

constructed" The sinplicity of the input array allows the

rnixed paralle1 / serial scheme to adapt to increased tactile

resolution more easily than the ful1y parallel design. The

input pixel size coul-d shrink to the size of the required

anplificat.ion and loca1 memory circuitry, thus creating an

input array having a much finer resolution" The advantage

that this design shares with the fulIy parallel design is
that the edge point data is stripped off the input array

column by column" Data in this format can be used in
parallel by another processor for the purposes of pattern

recognition and determination of an object's spatial
orientation.

A disadvantage of this design is that it is slow in
eomparison to Èhe paralle1 edge poínt determination" The

connections required between the input array and the
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processing columns create an additional task ín the

construction of this design. The processing columns must be

located next to the sensor array because running a large

number of lines to a rernote ]ocation would be impractical"

The complete processor input array plus edge point

processor would require external softr,¡are control to

operate. This makes the system much less stand-alone and

independent in comparison to the fuIly parallel processor"

3")-"4 Completely Serial Edge Detection
(Cellu1ar Automata)

The serial edge detection processor takes advantage of

the Cellu1ar A,utomaton structure in determining an edge

point and its location. The input sensor array is similar

in construction to the inixed parallel / seríal- design. The

serial connection structure of the input array makes this

design the slowest of the options considered" The array is

connected in a manner which !,Ji11 allow scanning in a left to

right, top to bottom raster fashion. This requires

horizontal interconnection of each pixel in each rov¡' plus

vertical connections of the leftmost column" Each shift

register present in the leftmost column must have the

ability to switch beÈween its row and the next roü¡' when

scanni-ng of its row is cornpleted. See Figs " 3-4 a - d"

In a large sensor this switching action must be controlled

externally from the sensor array. Hardware counters

^J ...: ¡t^ ttÃ^ ^.: -^ ^€ 
.l-taa âÞFârt t.rnrrl ¡1 ranarata 'l-Ìra

aJf rJgl- cLltt.ltlgtL wl Lll LllE Ðr¿s vr e¡¡s st I qJ wvs¡u

required scanning cont.rol signals" Input pressure data is
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removed

the top

similar

from the array, one

left hand corner.

to the s¡ay a person

at a time, starting at

is scanned in a manner

the English printed Page.

pixel

Data

reads

a b c d e f q h 1

J k I m n o p q r
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Figure 3.4" (a)
- Alphabetic characÈers
- The diagram shows the

initialization of the

represent raw pressure data"
data structure at the
edge point detection process"
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Figure 3 "4 (b)
- The rar,t pressure
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pixel value r¡a¡r

point of concern
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Figure 3.4 (c)
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Figure 3.4" (d)
- The raw pressure data has been further serially

shifted to place the last pixel value rrxrr into the
point of concern position highfighted.
Determine if the last pixel rrxrr is an edge point.
If an edge point is found, store the location in an
X - Y grid memory array.

- Notice that durnmy zeroes have been inserted into the
systen in order to deÈerrnine the existence of edge
points in the bottom rovr"

Figure 3.4" Serial System Data Manipulation.

The edge detection processor is simple yet elegant"

The serial data passes through a Cellular Automaton

structure with its associated delay Iines. The edge

detection processor, equipped with the previously described

logic circuit, is configured in a nine register block" The

four-point edge detection routine is used" If the input
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array contains n x n pixels, the detay lines required will

be n 3 regísters in length. When the algorithrn begins the

processor must be initialized with (n - 3) + 3 + l-: n + l-

dummy zeroes before edge points may be extracted. AIso, ât

the end of the routine the data will have to be lengthened

by (n 3) + 3 +1:n*ldummyzeroestocompletetheedge

point determination " the transrnitt.ed location of an edge

point will be determined by the number of shifts performed

when that edge point has been detected. The values contained

in the controlling hardware counters will track the location

of a detected edge point"

The serial design maintains the simple input array

structure observed in the mixed parallel / setíal- design"

The lírnited number of connections required makes the array

construction an easier task in conparison t'o the fully

parallel scheme. As with the mixed design, pixel resolution

could increase, i.e" the pixel size could decrease. The

resolution is linited only by the size of the amplifier,

logic, and shífÈ register circuitry used which must perform

theír necessary detection and communication operations"

The one great advantage to the serial edge point

processor is that it does not grow in size with increased

Sensor size or resolution. Once the processor design has

been finalized, it will serve any input array constructed"

The processor will be small enough to be located physically

Due Èo the fact that only one

44
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data line is required to transmit data from the input array,

the processor could be Iocated remotely if that need arises"

Sinrilar to the processing colurnns in the mixed parallel /

Serial design, the Cellular Automaton processor acts aS an

edge point filter in extracting edge points from the input

Sensor array. The edge data is extracted point by point in

comparison to the quicker colunn by column extraction.

of the designs considered, the serial- design is slowest

in cataloging the edge point data" In the other tvro cases,

execution time only increases linearly vüith increased sensor

size due to paralIeI scanning. when scanning serially,

processing time increases according to a'square law because

the two dimensional array is being read one pixel at a time"

The input array, despite having a simple interconnection

structure, requires two different types of array building

blocks in its design; one standard type in common with the

mixed design array block, and a second specialized type with

a switching shift register for placement on the left side of

the array. The edge point data from the serial processor is

available onty one pixel at a time and may creafe a

computational bottleneck if the irnage refresh data is

required rapidly.

3 "2 Computation A,l-ternative Summary

paraIIeI, mixed paraltel / seríal-, and serial designs

have been presented in order of decreasing computational

complexity and increasing executíon Èime" Advantages and
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disadvantages of each approach have been discussed" Each of

the algorithrns are based upon the four-point edge point

determination routine. All designs used the two-gate logic

circuit for the actual edge point cal-culation"

fn the next chapter, features of each strategy are

utilized in the finatized design" The chosen design will be

presentedo along with details concerning the VLSI

implementation and considerations of manufacturing useful,

practical sized tactile sensors"
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cHAP{rm. 4

INTEGR,A,TED CIRCI{JIT DESIGN

4.1- Design Procedure

Features of the aforementioned design alternatives are

now híghlighted and combined into the final design

selection. The actual edge point determination strategy and

method of pixel data transmission will be discussed in

deÈai1. This will be fol-lowed with considerations for

implementing these routines in hardware. The methods for

allowing the finalized pixel design to be used as a building

block in a three by Èhree ( 3 x 3 ) pixel array will be

presented. fncluded will be the next building block

hierarchy considerations, which witl allow several nine

pixel ICs to be combíned in a larger sensor array" The

hardware design from initial to final- implementation witl be

discussed. Lastty, adaptation of Kynar fíln for use with

the sensor is presented along with electrical properties of

this piezoelectric film.

4 "1- " l- Selected Design

the edge point processing strategy chosen follows from

the practical combination of design alternatives presented

in the previous chapter. The ravt data frorn the input

pressure array is physically located in a two dinensional

-^-^11^.r rFrra nrnnacc-inry nf thê edge point data iS
PctIctJ--LgI cr.Ll.ay . f¡¡ç P!vvçÈÞ¿¡¡Y

efficiently executed in a parallel architecture. Therefore,

local processing hlas chosen to compute the edge poínts"
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A serial- shift routine was chosen to transmit the data

out of the sensor" The serial shifting routine can always

operate at a much higher rate than that of the required

mechanical action which creates input pressure data for the

sensor. The serial shifting routine is the slowest option

of removing the edge data from the array but the routine

k,ril-1 operate many times faster than the mechanical response

of the Kynar piezoelectric film" Therefore, the serial

shifting routine t,'iII never cause a Èiming bottleneck in

this nethod of data scanninq. one output line will be

required to transmit the data" This will keep the number of

connections to the array to a minimum, regardless of its

size "

The edge point determination follows the theory

present.ed in the previous chapter. Each pixel must

communicate with its four nearest neighbors" This

cornmunication is in the form of a two way information

exchange" The pixel of concern is responsible for

presenting its data to each of the four nearest neighbors

and also to the local edge point logic circuit. This

requires that each pixel must have the drive capability to

five ÄND-gate inputs" The edge point calculaÈion routine

takes place as shot¡n in Fig' 4.1;

- The process is initiated when the sampling clock

I q .l Þ'! ?rarvì nc tnr^rrrl i nrr the 'l or':a i one bi t l-atch iust
\ J_v+^ , yçYLtLÞ evYY¡¡¿¡Y )--

after the application of mechanical pressure"
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- Ä short duration sampling period is al-l-owed for

pressure data to charge the input pixel thus

minimi zíng pressure detection error.

The charge on the inpuÈ pixel is isolated from the

digital system by a two-stage biased inverLer

arnplif ier "

The charge from the metal sensor pad is fed to the

amplifier and results in a digital l- or 0 being

captured into the local one-bit latch indicating

pressure or absence of pressure at that pixel,

respectively.

- The sample period is terminated when the sampling

cLock stops toggling the latch.

- The output of each latch is then connected via a

transmission gate, under control of Ctk-2, to the

local, and each nearest neighbor's edge point logic

circuit.

- The local logic circuit determines whether the l-ocaI

pixel is an edge point"

- once the pressure data has been presented to the edge

point logic circuitry, the resultant edge point data

is held on Èhe output of the 2-input Ãl{D-gate"

- The edge data Ís then connected to the paralle1 load,

serial shift, shift register via a transrnission gate, ,

under the control of Clk-l-, clk-3, and p/s-coh to

facilítate parallel data loading"
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once edge data has been l-oaded, the network of serial

shift registers, shown in fig" 4.6 handles Èhe edge

point data transmission out of the sensor by togglíng

clk_3,

- An off-sensor receiver scans the stream of edge

point data looking for data with a logical l- value

which signals the location of an edge point.

- upon detection of an edge point, the receiver stores

the corresponding X - Y coordinates of that point.

- The edge point irnage ís assembled, and then the

process is reini-tialized.

4 "2 Irnolementation

4"2"1 Input Sensor Pad

The input sensor pad functions as the collector of

charge generated when the piezoelectric film is compressed.

The input sensor pad is a 990 lrm x 990 l¡m square metal area.

In the single-pixel design the sensor pad is physically

located ín the center of the circuit" In the nine-pixel

final design, nine individual sensor pads report to their

l-ocal amplification and logic circuitry.

Consideration must be paid to the protective overglass

layer placed over the silicon chip in the manufacturing

process. This layer guards against contamination frorn the
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environment" The input sensor pads witl require that the

protective overglass layer be removed to expose the metal

area, and allow contact l,/ith the Kynar piezoelectric film,

either directly or through a mechanical isolation system"

The overglass layer was specified to be removed from

the sensor pads with a small overlapping area to conform to

the design rules of the IC manufacturer" The overlap area

required is 20 pn. wide on each side of the pad. This

leaves an effective square metal contact region with sides

of (l-ooo pn - 2 x 20 Pn) = 960 l¡m' This is the finalized

size of the sensor pad and must be considered when designing

the Kynar fil¡n metal pad etching, or the probe size used in

a mechanical pressure isolation system"

4"2.2 Biased Inverter AmP1ifier

The biased inverter arnplifier is implemented in this

circuit due to its relative ease of design in comparison to

the design time required to construct a CMOS operational

amplifier. A CÞÍOS op-anp standard ceII utas not available at

design tÍne" op-arnp Eain perfornance would have been

superior compared to that of the biased inverter, buÈ would
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have used substantially more circuit area. The biased

inverter had to be designed in a short and wide structure to

fit below the sensor pad. This made effective use of

circuit area and allowed the complete Sensor structure to

maintain an almost square shaPe

The biased inverter input is designed to be held to a

voltage which keeps the output in the 0 logic staÈe" This

input voltage vafue is just slightty below the trigger point

which woul-d render a logic l- at the output of the amplifier.

The sensor pad and the positive side of the Kynar film, are

held at this same voltage. Äs the Kynar is compressed it

adds a smal} pulsed voltage to the input of the biased

inverter which triggers a logic 1 at the output.

The amplifier is constructed in two stages due to the

inverting properties of each stage" This allowed the

biasing of the anplifier to occur on the first stage, while

the second Stage corrected for Èhe inverting nature of the

circuit. The second stage also provides intermediate

buffering beti,teen the high gain first stage and the one bit

latch which must temporarily store the value detected on the

sensor pad. The second stage of the amplifier provides

unity gain. See Fig. 4.2 for a schenatic representation of

the arnplifier design.
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The biased inverter anplifier went through two design

iterations. The prelirninary design achíeved working

¡rerf ormance as \ilas proven through sPrcE simulation ' Af ter

placement of the aroplifier in the compleLe pixel design, the

observation was made that a substantia] amount of circuit

area rernained unused" At this tirne it was decided that al-l

resistors could be rrade physically larger, thus increasing

their resistive values. since the bias point of the

arnplifier depended upon the ratios of resistor values and

not the values themselves, it was seen that larger resistors

had l-ess dependence upon manufacturing variances" Thus the

larger resistor values ensured that the amplifier would be

biased to the design value of 2.6 volts"

4"2"3 One Bit Latch

The latch holds the logic 1- or O which ripples out of

the biased inverter under the control of the sarnpling clock

(S_Clk) " The one bit latch serves as short ter¡n memory for

the input data value which wiLt be presented to the edge

detection logic. Data is clocked out of the latch to the

edge detection logic via a transmission gate" The latch

acts to debounce the switching action of the Kynar fi}n,

metal Pad, biased inverÈer anplifier systern' The

noninverting latch is connected to the input of a

Èrans¡nission gate
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4.2"4 Transmission Gate Usage

The internal tining of the edge deÈection processor is

regulated by transmission gates. The.gate between the one

bit latch and the edge point logic is controlled by Clock 2

(Ctk_2), Clock 2o on a l-ow to high transition, universally

signals for stable pressure data to be passed from the latch

to the edge logic for processing. The resulÈant data from

each edge logic circuit Ís present on the input of the

second transmission gate. This gate is locaÈed between the

edge logic and the parallet load port of the shift register'

It is controlled by clqck 1- (clk_l). CJ-ock 1, on a low to

high transition, universally signals for all edge data to be

loaded in parallet into the shift registers'

This type of data flow regulated by transmission gates

simplified the design of the edge, detection logic" Due to

the fact that direct clocking of the logic was not required,

the circuit was constructed using only static logic Aates'

4"2"5 Edge Point Logic

As previously discussed, the determination of an edge

point involves information from the point of concern and its

four nearest neighbors" This operation occurs for all

pixels in the sensor in paral}el" The logic equation to be

evatuated is as follows¡
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The result of the equation has five disÈinct cases to

be interpreted" The cases are highì-ighted in Table 4"I

þelov¡. Only cases 4 and 5 indicat.e Èhat an edge point has

been detecÈed. If the l-ocal data is i- and one, two, o!

three of the neighbours are O, an edge point is determined'

Table 4")-" Logic Circuit output States

Case
Neighbor

Data
Local OutPut
Data Data

# North South East West C Resu1t

r-. l- 1 l- l- o 0

2.11-111-o
3. O 1 1- l- o o

4. O 1- 1 1 1 1

5. O O o o L 1

case L is an example of an Isolated non-pressure point"

- Case 2 is an example of an Interior point.

case 3 is an example of a General non-pressure point"

Case 4 is an example of an Edge point"

Case 5 j-s an example of 
.an 

Isolated Edge point'

The equation can be implemented by a 4-input Nand-gate

and a 2-input And-gate. The 4-input Nand-gate accept's input

from the four nearest neighbors" The result fron the
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l{and-gate serves as one input to the 2-input Änd-gate" The

other input to the Änd gate comes from the local pixel

Iatch" The output of the And gate will onJ.y signal that an

edge point has occurred if the local pixel contains a value

l-. The result of the complete logic circuit determines the

occurrence or nonoccurrence of an edge point at that local

pixe1.

Raw pixel data is presented to all five inputs of the

logic circuit at the same time" The result sinply ripples

through the circuit in the period of three gate delays" The

result is held on the output of the 2-input And gate until a

transmission gate passes the edge data to the local paral1el

toad / serial shift register"

4.2.6 Paralle1 Load / Serial Shift Register

The specíálized shifÈ register network handles all the

edge point data routing. Once the edge data result has been

deterrnined by the logic circuit, this data can be presenÈed

to the parallel load port of the shift register via a

transmission gaÈe. The register loading is controlled by an

input line (p/s_con) which instructs the register to accept

data IocaIly in paraIlel, or from a neighboring shíft

register to allow edge data clocking out of the sensor"

When the p/s-con line is in the O state" the register is in

the ¡rarallel load mode of operation. When the p/s-con line

is in the 1- st,ate, Èhe register is Ín the serial shíft mode"
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The p/s_con line is normally in the high state and goes low

only to facititate paralle1 loading

After clock 1- changes from a low to high state, which

opens the transmission gate between the edge point logic and

the parallel- l_oad port of the shift register, parallel

loading can occur. The p/s_con line goes low, and CIoók 3

(C1k_3) toggles which signals universal parallel loading of

aIl shift registers. The serially connected shíft registers

now contain all the edge Point data

clock 1 now changes from a high to low state, which

closes the transmission gate. During the same clock period

the p/s_con line returns to the high state which enables the

shift registers to begin the serial shifting routine.

clock 3 now universally Loggles the network of shift

registers to serially Lransmit the data out of the sensor"

The parallel load / serial- shifÈ register is

constructed from a standard CMOS shift register cell " The

front end of the shift register was modified to facilitate

the paratlel loading mode of operation. Extra circuitry hlas

added Lo enable the shift register to be controlled by both

Clock 3 and the p/s_con input lines" The serial load port

was part of the standard ceII design. The para]lel load

porL was added. The standard ce1l noninverting output line

is used.
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4.2.7 Power and Ground Considerations

Highty redundant power and grounding has been a design

consideration from the beginning of the design process"

Each indi-vidual pixel has pov/er and ground ports at the top

left side, the left top side, the top right sÍde, and the

left bottom side. see Fig. 4"3. In the case of a power

or ground connection failure during individual rc

rnanufacture, each pixet has three redundant paths to obtain

the required oPerating voltage,

In the 3 x 3 pixel implernentation again four power and

ground ports are implemented to provide universal sensor

powering to all building bl-ocks. This construction scheme

alIows surround style mesh powering in case of single or

multiple faults in the povrer and ground connections- The

mesh system would a1low all separate sensor blocks to still

receive poh¡er in the event of a fautt" This redundant

powering would virtually elirninate dead sensor areas in a

real worl-d sized sensor array" In Fig' 4'4, power and

ground connections made to the 3 x 3 Sensor array are in

similar locations as those made to each individual pixel"

Top Left
+

Top Right
+

Left Bottorn - +

Figure 4"3" Sing1e Pixel Power and Ground Ports"
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Figure 4 "4 " 3 x 3 Pixel fC Power and Ground Ports"

4.2.8 Clock and Timing Considerations

Four independent clock lines control the operation of

the sensor and the associated edge detection Iogic" These

are as folIows,"

s_c1k

cIk L

The sarnpling clock operates on the one bit

latch and controls the timing of incoming

pressure data form the metal pad and

anplifier system"

Clock l- operates on a transmission gate and

control-s the loading of processed edge data

inÈo the paral-lel load / serial shift

register "
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cl-k-2 Clock 2 operates on a transmission gate and

controls the loading of pressure data from

the one bit latch to the edqe detection logic

of the Iocal and four nearest neighbor

pixels.

c1k-3 Clock 3 operates on the parallel i.oad /
serial shift register and controls the

paralle1 loading of edge data into the

: shift register and the serial shifting of

edge data out of the sensor array.

One control line, the parallel / seríat. control

(p/s-con), signals the mode of operation of the shift

registers. The two possible modes are the parallel load

rnode, and the serial shif t mode.

An external clock and control signal sequencer

generates the required clock and control signals. The

frequency of operation of the sensor is controlled by this

external signal generator. The drive capability of the

sequencer will be designed to accommodate the load presented

by the size of array used'

the timing diagram shown in Fig" 4"4 illustrates Èhe

sequence and timing of the sensor operation"
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S CIK
sanple pad end sampling

clk 2
isolate pad pass pad data isolate pad

c1k r_

isolate edge data pass edge data isolate edge data

p/s_con
serial mode paralleI mode serial mode

clk_3
parallel load serial shift

Tactile Sensor Timing Diagram.Figure 4"5"

4 "2.9 Data Routing

Edge point data is resol-ved in paralle1 by each local

pixel" The determined edge data is then loaded to shift

regisÈers in parallet to begin the serial shifting routine.

fn the nine pixel test fC the serial shift pattern occurs as

shown in Fig " 4 "6. For larger arrays to be built from

3 x 3 pixel ICs, several shift pattern structures would be

required for the different positions that sensor building

blocks would be placed in the array. These different shift

pattern structures are shown in Fig" 4"7 " The larger array

shift pattern will be the same as that shown in Fig" 4"6 for

the nine pixel test ïc. The pixels ut.'physÍcally laid out

in a grid pattern, but for data shifting are connected in

one large data delay ]ine" The number of data shifts

required to scan the array is equal to the nurnber of pixels

in the array.
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Data Out

Data In

Figure 4.6" Nine Pixel Test IC Data Routing"

4.2 "lo Data Receiver

The dat.a receiver acts to assemble the edge point irnage

prior to presenting the inrage to the controlling computer"

The controlling computer may then access the compiled irnage

by way of an interrupt for use in object recognition or

determining the position of an object" The data receíver

compiles an irnage in an X / y grid coordinate system saving

onty x / y data points which hrere deterrnined to be an edge

point frorn the sensor array" The X / y coordinate iroage

data can then be accessed for use"
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The origin of the sensor array is the top left corner

which will have the coordinate value (0,0). The data

receiver consists of two counters, memory, and control

circuitry. One of the counters is required to track the X

coordinate and the other one tracks the Y coordinate' The

size of the counters will be dictated by the dimensions of

the complete real world sized sensor array. The counters

must be able to be reinitialized to zero" Due to the naLure

of the scanning, the counter which rnonitors the X coordinate

must be an up / down counter. The counter which monítors

the Y coordinate only has to be an up counter. The size and

amount of memory requirea is, like the counters, díctated by

the size of the cornplete sensor array"

The size of the sensor described will be assumed to be

dimension (n,m). The operation of the data receiver is

f ollotots;

Before edge data from the sensor array is scanned,

the data receiver is initialized to receive data from

the pixel at coordinate (0,0).

- clk_3 controls the data scanning out of the sensor,

and is also the controlling clock of the data

receiver.

- As dictated by the scanning pattern the top row of

data is received from left to right requiring that

the x coordinate counter be incremented frorn 0 to n.

The X / Y counÈer values will run from (0'o) to

: (nr0) " 66
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The Y counter is incremented by one to make it ready

for the second row of pixel data whích will be

recei-ved from right to Left" The X coordinate

counter is decremented from n to 0" The X / Y

counter values wilt run from (nr1) to (or1) "

This process is repeated until the complete sensor is

scanned. This occurs when the Y coordinaÈe value is

equal to m + l-" The X / Y counter values will be

either (o,n+l-) or (n,m+1), when the image is

cornpleted "

During scanning, the occurrence of a data value of

1- signals an edge point, causing'the vaÌues of the

X / y counters to be stored in memory"

The object outline is thus compiled in memory j-n a

top down manner" Àt the end of the sensor scan the

memory wiII contain the X / Y coordinates of each

edge point detected"

once the object outline is completely stored in memory,

the x / y coordinate data can be accessed in parallel

directly from the memory registers" An interrupt could now

be sent to the controlling computer signalling that an image

is ready to be accessed" The computer would then read in

the X / Y coordinate data until two consecutive zeto values

are read, this would signat that all valid edge point

coordinates have been read and the process would end" Once

al-l the data have been received, the computer could signal
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the circuit to reinitialize the counters, and cl-ear all

memory regist.ers "

The above description is for a data receiver which is

implemented in a stand alone hardware circuit" This method

wil-t all-ow for the fastest possible scanning of the sensor

structure. Scanning of the next image would be halted until

the memory is read. If a higher image update rate is

required by the controlling computer, two sets of memory

could be used in a swinging buffer configuration" one

memory array could be toading an updated irnage from the

sensor while the other memory array is transrnitting the last

image to the controtling conputer" This rnethod would allow

for continuous sensor scanning and the highest possible

image update rate.

The major tasks of the data receiver are to filter out

redundant sensor data and to cornpile the edge point image

into a form which can be readily interpreted with little or

no manipulation by the controlling cornputer"

4.2 "lL Systern Simulation

In CSIM, a cMoS logic simulaLor, pov/er and ground

voltages, and. data and clock signals can be applied to the

design. Other data ports of the design can be monitored to

verify the expected performance of the design" .

rFho nna nivcl TC desicrn nerfnì-mance was simUl-atgd' ¡¿¡9 V¡¡s }/Á^e

first" Clock and controÌ test, vecLors were created and
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applied according to the timing diagram presented in

Fig. 4"5" A speciaJ- port was used at. the input of the one

bit latch to simulate data from the sensor input pad. Input

data was applied to the serial-in input port. Appropriate

data was applíed to the North-i-no South-in, East-in, and

West_in data port.s.

The serial-_out output port was monitored to verify a

correct data output signal. The North-out, South-out,

East_out. and t{est_out pixel output data ports k¡ere

monitored to verify that correct communication data was

being Eenerated for inþut to the neighboring pixels.

Correct values were generated at the neighbor pixel output

ports. Data applied at the input to the one-bit latch could

be clocked Èhrough to the serial-out port" Data applied to

the serial_in port could be cl-ocked through to the

serial_out port" The operation of the edge detection logic

was verified by apptying sirnutated neighbor pixel data to

the one-pixel design"

The nine-pixel IC design performance was then

simulated. Again pohter and ground volta9es, and data,

cIock, and control vectors were applied to the desiEn.

Verification of the data shifting routine through all nine

pixels v¡as done" The output data vector equaled the input

data vector" Sinulated input pad data applied to any or all

of the nine one bit latches could be clocked through to the

serial_out port" Each of the nine pixels hlere examined in
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this manner. Actual output data generated by neighboring

pixels was applied to the center pixel to verífy the edge

detection togic. This verified that the inter-pixel

comrnunication and the complete edge detection system

operated as designed. All troubleshooting which took place

in the one-pixe] Ic testing carried through to the nine-

pixel IC. Except for some data exporting problems which

required solving, the sirnulation of the nine pixel Ic

generated expected results on the first attempt without any

redesign being required.

4"3 Desiqn CYcles

The ICs went through four design cycles prior to

arriving at the final implementation. The initial cel1 size

was 1380 pm x 1186 ¡rm and was created using 5 pm design

rules, A square shape was desired" In the final design the

one pixel cell size was 1224 Pm x ]-1,76 ¡lrn and was created

using updated 3 prn design rules.

The new technology offers two layers of rnetal and

polysilicon whereas the original designs Ìcere created with

only one layer of metal and polysilicon" This brings to

lighÈ the point that fuÈure work in the area of tactile

sensor design could be constructed wíth all necessary

circuitry underneath the input sensor pad" The sensor pad

could be constructed from the top layer of metal and any

additional connections required couLd be implemented in the

second layer of polysilicon. All required circuit'ry could
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be desígned ín the loqier levels of metar. and porysilicon"
Touch sensors constructed in this manner could have smaller
sensor pads and be pÌaced closer together" pixer síze woul_d

Èhen be reduced, lirnited only by the size of the necessary

processing circuitry laid out in a square arrangement.

4 " 4 DesiEni;tg f or Reat World Use

Desigrning for real_ worl_d use j_nvolves incorporating
ideas which will- be considered when constructing larger
sensors from the 3 pixer by 3 pixer tactil-e sensor array.
Some of the concepts were hiqhliqhted prevíously in the
Power and Grounding section. Redundancy is provided for
pov/er and ground connections, giving the next leveL of
sensor construction some degree of manufacturing faul-t
tolerance. other concepts of larger sensor design $/ere

shown in the section on Data Routing" The six versions

in routing design will allow the data routing of a large
sensor to fol-Iow the rnodified raster scanning method of
seriaJ-ly transmitting the edge point dat,a. The clock and

control lines of the 3 x 3 rc are constructed to directly
connect to the next 3 x 3 array placed above, below or on

either side" A1r neighbor pixel communication lines are

configured for the same type of connection to all
neighboring 3 x 3 arrays"

all- staEes of the design the fC was constructed to
against an adjacent Ic in any direction without

In

upbutt
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further rnodification. In future work on larger sensor

arrays the ICs would be manufactured vlith smaller connection

pads. A manufacLuring method for IC interconnection would

have to be developed so that larger sensors could be

constructed "

4 "5 Kvnar Film considerations

The Kynar piezoelectric film is the acLive element in

the Sensor design, transforming mechanical force into an

electrical voltage. The thin fitm performs the function of

signal generation but is very susceptible to damage from the

envíronment. Many types of protective coatings and

mechanical isolation systems need to be evaluated to achieve

a balance between overall durability and tactile

sensitivity" ^4, thin, easily replaceable, but strong rubber

coating will be the protectÍve answer for operations

requiring a delicate t.ouch system. A mechanical isolation

system will be required for the sensor to elininate the

possibility of irnpact damage. see Figs 4"8 and 4.9 for

cross sectional representations of two different IC

isolation systems.

The Kynar film will be specially manufactured for the

tactile sensor apptication with a continuous sheet of

aluminum on one side and a pattern of aluminum or copper

contact areas etched on the other side. The continuous

sheet $IilI be the electrical ground plane of the filn input

circuit. The patterned side of the filn wilt match the
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pattern of input pads on the sensor array. The etched

areas will come into contact with the sensor pads of the

VLSI sensor through various protective mechanical isotation

systems " This electrical contact wiIl bias the positive

side of the Kynar filrn to the voltage present on the input

of the biased inverter anplifier. A charge will develop

between the ground plane and the etched pixel of the fitm

when the piezoelectric material is compressed. This small

generated voltage will add to the bias voltage and trigger

the VLSI pixel below, thus indicating pressure at that

point.

Testing of t nr""" of Kynar fíIn hlas carried out to

ensure its suitability for the required application" A

sample piece of Kynar piezoelectric film with thickness of

1l-O pm !ùas used. Experiments had to determine whether

sufficient voltages were created by fairly low pressures in

order to trigger the pixet input circuit" Resul-ts were

encouraging. A piece of film with an area of approximately

a 2.5 "r2 r"" tested. With an object in contact v¡ith the

film, moderate pressure was applied. Voltages of up to .8

volts lcere observed. When impact pressures s/ere attempLed,

short duration transient impulses of up to 1-.7 volts were

detected,

Through SPICE sirnulations it was det'ermined that

voltages as low as .2 volts would be adequate to trigger the

biased inverter amplifier. Voltages between "4 and .6 vol-ts
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generated by the Kynar filn gave the rnost favorable results

in successfully triggering a response by the VLSI sensor.

4"6 Design Summary

The one pixel and nine pixel designs have been ful1y

described and irnplemented in sil-icon. AII sinrulations of

the designed sensor system shovJ positive results.

In the next chapter, applications of the sensor for

useful work will- be discussed" Options for different Kynar

piezoelectric film implementations will be presented"

Considerations for a sþecialized mul-tiple IC carrj-er will- be

discussed.
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CHAPTER 5

I,ARGE SENSOR ARRA.Y CONSII'RUCTION

5"L Array Construction

In this chapter, ideas will be proposed to incorporaÈe

the touch sensor system into a useful device to carry out

work" These ideas will be the forbearers in the

construction of a working robotic gripper with a tacÈiIe

sense. Considerations for the inplementation of the Kynar

piezoelectric film will be discussed" The rnechanical

design of a specialized fC carrier will be exanined" The TC

carrier wilt hold a large number of sensor circuits to be

used in the construction of a useful sized Èactile sensor".

5.2 Kynar Film Irnplernentation

Methods of incorporating the Kynar piezoelectric film

into the sensor systern design will be discussed" These

methods will hiqhlight hov¡ the piezoelectric filn will be

mechanically attached to the sensor array"

The application of the piezoelectric filn to the

sensor array will involve an attachment by means of an

adhesive. The filn would be made in the normal three

layers, trdo layers of metal sandwiching the piezoelectric

material layer. one of the rnetal layers would then be

chemicall-y etched to have rnetal contaet squares created to

line up wíth the rnetal sensor pads of the sensor array" An

adhesive could then be applied to the exposed piezo material

areas of the filn for contact with the overglass areas of

the sensor circuit" 76



A simil-ar atÈachment system would use a surrounding

bracket to fasten down the piezo fitm to the sensor array"

The construction of the film would be idenÈical to that

outl-ined in the adhesive method. The advantage to this

system would be simple replacement of the piezoelectric

film iøhen necessary. The bracket would be constructed with

precision alignrnent slots to allow the film to be accurately

clamped in place over the sensor array.

5 " 3 Specialized ChiP Carrier

In comparison to the sensor array the piezo material

layer is inexpensive. If the working robotic gripper is in

an environment where darnage could occur ' a mechani-ca1 systent

should be constructed to isolate the sensor array from that

environment. The first step in creating a large, safe

Sensor array woutd be the construction of a rugged, durable

chip carrier which witl hold several of the individual ICs"

A material must be found v¡hich \Â¡ould offer sufficient

rigidity to firnly hold the fCs in place and not allow the

interconnecting v¡ires to break due to motion or flexing"

This material would also have the properties required to be

able to absorb srnall impact shocks without breaking, while

providing adequate protection to the rc sensor array,

As stated previously, the ICs which will be placed into

the large array will have smaller connecting pads in

comparison to normal IC connecting pads" The smalier pads

are required to maintain the pixel spacing on one fC the
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same across adjacent ICs. Each sensor chip would sit in a

wel-I and the connections \i¡ou1d be made across srnaIl recesses

in the wel] wall-s. The connections l.'tould then be covered

i¡¡ith a layer of the chip carrier material "

5"4 Gripper Systen Operation

The constructed parallel plate gripper must provide a

mechanical stimulus to the sensor array in order for it to

operate. The piezoelectric film responds to a change in

pressure and does not generate a charge under constanL

pressure. Due to this property of the piezoelectric

mat.erial a vibrational stimulus must be applied once an

object has been grasped. Integral to the mechanical design

of the gripper jaws, a low arnplitude, middle frequency

resonator must be incorPorated"

[r]hen an object is grasped and firmly held, the

mechanical resonator begins to stimulate the parallel plates

of the gripper. The design i,aould be such that the two

plates would compress and expand together" This mechanical

stimulation would produce an el-ectrical response in the

piezoelectric film. The compression of the object htould

trigger the hardware routine which was detailed in the

previous chapter, At the peak of compression the hardvtare

would begin sarnpling the metal sensor pads for an induced

voltage. The tining considerations dictate that the inage

refresh rate would be controlled by the frequency of

vibration of the mechanical gripper"
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CH,AF{TM. 6

TESTIT{G A}dD RECOÞff{ENDA.TIONS

6.L Testing Procedures

The hard\â¡are testing of the two ICs was performed to

examine the operational linits of the manufactured design"

Test procedures vrere designed and applied to both the one-

pixel and nine-pixeI ICs" The one-pixel IC had several test

ports added in order to facilitate a detailed examination of

the edge point determinatíon algorithn" The testing of the

nine-pixel circuit was focused upon the communication

between pixels and the serial data scanning routine used to

transmit the edge point data"

The test setup incorporated the use of the Hewlett

Packard Data Generator (HP 8l-80A') and Data Ànalyzer

(HP 8182Ä). A forty pin IC breadboard was used to

physically hold the test circuits. Power and ground

connections to the IC under test v¡ere supplied from the IC

breadboard unit" Test vectors vrere programmed into the Data

Generator for automated sequencing to the test circuits.

Outputs and intermediate monitor points of the test IC were

connected t.o ports on the Data Analyzer Lo observe the

system operation. À block diagrarn of the test setup is

shown in Fig. 6"1-"
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Figure 6 " l- " IC Test SetuP "

The test procedures designed'for the one-pixel IC

included an examination of; the serial shifting operation,

t.he edge point detecÈion routine, and the input voltage

threshold of the sensor pad amplifier. Test procedures

designed for the nine-pixel IC included an examination of;

the serial scanning operation, and a simulation of the edge

point determination with external signals applied as would

be generated by adjacently placed nine-pixe1 ICs.

The one-pixe1 serial shifting operation requires

control of the five clock and control lines shown in the

timing diagran of Fig. 4.5. A programmed pattern of. serial

data was applied at the Data_In port" The expected result'

was that ihe output data detecÈed wo-r.¡iid foiiow the inpui

data applied.
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The one-pixet edge detection operation requires the use

of the five clock and control lines, and the four adjacent

pixel input lines. To simulate input from the Kynar piezo

electric filrn, a low voltage signal was applied to the

sensor pad test pin" The expected result v/as, when pad data

and external pixel data were applied to the edge detection

logic circuitryo the occurrence or nonoccurrence of an edge

point coul-d be detecÈed at the Data Out port"

To test the firing threshold of the biased amplifier

assembly, incremental voltage signals were applied to the

metal sensor pad. The applied voltages sirnulat.e the

operation of the piezo electric film when pressure is

applied. The one bit latch output data was expected to

follow the low arnplitude volt.age changes applied to the

sensor pad.

The nine-pixe1 IC serial scanning operation was

examined. Test data was applied at the Data-In port"

Monitoring vtas done at the Data-Out port. The output data

r¡ras expected to fotlow the input data applied, after a delay

of nine clock cycles"

The complete operation of the nine-pixel IC was

examined" This system testing was done in three stages.

The first stage involved applying test data to sensor pads

and the N-in, S-in, E-in, and W-in l-ines via test pins of

certain pixels. The selection of the test data was picked
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to create the occurrence of edge points on the test IC- The

test data was varied so that edge points could be created at

selected points in the nine-pixel array" It was expected

that edge data would occur in the positions predeternrined by

the test data applied.

The second stage of the testing was done in a similar

manner, but with test. data applied directly to the sensor

pads using test probes. Again the test data was varied, and

it was expected that edge data would occur in the positions

predeìtermined by the test data applied-

The third and final testing stage involved simulating

the operation of a larger sensor array than the single nine

pixel ïC. The data applied to the N-in, S-in, E-in, and

W_in lines simulated pressure data from adjacently placed

nine-pixel sensor circuits. The clock and control lines

were progranmed to carry out a continuously repeating

routine of; sensor pad sampting, edge point deterrninaÈion,

paraIleI loading of the shift registers, followed by

serially scanning the edge data" During the scanning, test

data was applied to the serial dat.a input port" This test

data simulated edge point data corning from adjacently placed

nine-pixel ICs. The expected result was that data detected

at the serial output port was firstly, loca]Iy generated

edge data, followed by the externally generated edge point

dat,a "
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6 "2 Results

To begin each procedure, the designed test routines

krere Ímplernented and made to operate at a clock frequency of

i-.0 l<ïz Monitoring of output pòrts was done at similar

clock speeds while expecLed data was observed" once the

test procedures provided the expected data, the operational

clock speeds t/ere increased" As the clock frequency

increased the output data was monitored until errors in the

expected data \¡Jere observed. The clock f requency just

before incorrect expected data began to appear, became the

upper speed linit for 'system operation" Test results and

the corresponding upper speed Iinit for each test routine

and portion of the design will be presented. The IC pin

desígnations are shown in the diagrarns which hlere returned

with the manufactured circuits. Refer to to Fig" 6"2 for

the one-pixet pin out designation. Refer to to Fig. 6"3 for

the nÍne-pixel pin out designation" The details of aII the

test routines are located in Appendix B.

The single pixet serial shifting routine $tas examined

first. The results show that the output correctly tracked

the input after a one clock period delay" The serial

shifting operated error free at a i-O MHz cl-ock frequency.

The single pixet edge point detection logic was tested.

The results highlight thaÈ upon apptication of the

progranmed N-ín, S-in, E-in, and W-in data and the

internally creaÈed pressure data to the logic circuítry:
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a value of 1 signifying an edge point was

detect.ed when an isolated point was simulated"

a value of 1 signifying an edge point was

detected when an edge point was simulated'

a value of o signifying an interior point was

detected when an interior point was simulated.

The data supplied to Èhe N-out, S-out, E-out, and W-out

Iines was correctly generated, signalling the presence or

absence of simulated pressure data at the pixel under test"

The edge detection logic could be clocked at l-0 MHz without

errors occurring"

The sanpling requirements of a tactile pixel v/ere

examined. The results show that while sampling the

amplifier output at 2O MHz, the nurnber of sampling pulses

could.be reduced down to seven without the occurrence of

errors. During further trials at a 10 MHz sanpling rate,

the number of sanpling pulses could be reduced to three

without the occurrence of errors.

The firing threshold of the biased inverter arnplifier

vras tested. Small increnental voltage values lÀ¡ere applied

until the desired operation of the amplifier stas observed"

During the design stage the biased arnplifier h¡as calculated

to be biased at 2.6 volts. In the preliminary testing of

the single pixet IC it was found that the actual bias point

of the arnplifier was 2.7 volts" The results of Èhe biased

inverter amplifier threshold testing show that an
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incremental applícation of .2 vo1Ls triggered the amplifier

to the hígh output state" The sensor pad test daÈa could be

apptied at 5oo lKHz without the occurrence of errors.

The nine-pixel serial- scanning rout.ine was examined.

The serial scan testing highlights that the output correctly

tracked Èhe input after a nine clock period delay" The

serial scanninq operation hIaS successful at a clock rate of

l-0 MHz

The complete system operation of the nine-pixel IC was

tested in three stages. The results of the first stage nine

pixel IC testing show that after a paral.l-el loading

interruption, the edge data which was applied to the fourth

pixel in the nine-pixel chain appeared in its correct

position, preceded by three zeroes and followed by five

zeroes. After resumption of the serial shifting, the

locally generated data, hlas correctly followed by the input

data applied. the system operation was successful at a

clock rate of 2 MHz. The clock frequency hlas limited by the

sarnpling procedure required to read the test data applied to

the sensor pad.

The results of the second stage of the nine-pixel IC

testing with pad data applied through a probe hiqhlight that

in each case after the parallel- loading interruption, the

edge data applied in the nine-pixel chain appeared in its

eorrect position" À11 nine positions v/ere examined with a

correct response generated from each one.
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The results of the third stage complete nine-pixel Ic

testing with adjacent fC simulation follow. The simulated

edge data which was created by the combination of the sensor

pad test pin, the test P,robe and the ad jacent TC vectors

appeared in their respective positions in the nine-pixel

chain. The complete system operation v¡as successful at a

clock rate of 2 MHz, again l-inited by the sampling

procedure "

The remaining system testing involves the etching of

the Kynar piezo electric film to create sensor pad

connections, and construction of 'a mechanical test

apparatus. This test setup will allow direct pressure to

be applied which will generate the voltage signals for the

test ICs. The setup will test the system with pressure

data for the sensor pads generated as it would be in actual

system operation. The construction of this test apparatus

is beyond the scope of this work, and is left to an

undergraduate thesis project" The preliminary design work

for the mechanical test setup has been cornpleted by

cary Nelson in partial fulfillment of his undergraduate

degree

6"3 Recommendations

The test Ics btere examined for proper functional

performance and the highest error free operating frequency

zilaèarri naÄ Àê i c ñêñôËâ'l'l rr .|- rr:o r"rlron ana'ì arr andwqÞ uç9ç!¡tr¡¡¡gsô ês ¿e ìrv.¡vrtl¿J f ----

digital systems are interfaced, the conversion of a signal
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from an analog to a digital representation often becomes a

speed bottleneck due to t.iming and sanpling considerations"

The designed sensor arrays are li¡nited ín irnage refresh

frequency by the required amplification and sampling

functions" The major throughput bottleneck of the

implemented design is the biased inverter amplifier. The

slow rise and fall tirne of the amplifier linits the

frequency at which pressure data can be accurately detect.ed"

A major improvement in tactile irnage throughput could

be attained by the implementation of a stringently designed

operational amplifier in place of the biased inverter
anplifier" The op-amp would be designed to ensure that a

zero voltage presented to Èhe input will reset the output to

the 0 state. The amplifier must be intolerant to the

manufacturing process variation of resistor values" AIso

the amplifier should be capable of receiving and acting upon

a universal reset signal which would initialize all
anplifier outputs to a low state prior to detecting input

pressure voltages" The op-amp would enhance the throughput

rate of the IC but the mechanical operation of the Kynar

filn will remain the liniting factor in the complete system.

Further testing of an actual larger sensor array should

be performed" fn order to implement this testing,_ nine

pixel ICs must be manufactured wíth pixel connection

strategies as iltustrated in Fig. 4.7. The larger sensor
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array when'constructed should be subjected to the same

rigorous test routines as I¡/ere described ín the previous

section for the one and nine-pixe1 fCs.

When an improved sensor array has been constructed and

further testing of a physically larger array has been done,

a hardware sequencer should be designed to control the

sysLem. the sequencer would control the t.imingi of the

system by generating the cl-ock and control signals according

to the timingr diaqram presented in Fig. 4"5"
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crÍÃprm. 7

SUMSqARV A3üD CONCLUSÏO}qS

7 "I Summary

The design of the tactile sensor building block

entailed several related studies. The human tactil-e system

v/as analyzed in detail, examining Lhe touch receptor size,

density, and firing threshold. Several hardware aì-gorithm

design strategies, each Ínplernenting a four point edge

determination scheme \dere considered. The different design

strategies varied in construction and communication

complexity. Key operating fe;rtures of each design strategy

\^/ere combined to create the final sensor array

configuration.

The edge point determination was chosen to be executed

in parallel because the sensor data did not have to be

manipulated to achj-eve a data structure in which edge points

could be solved for. A serial routing scheme was chosen to

transmit the edge data because the shift register hardware

could always be clocked faster than the required sensor pad

sampling routine, This strategy woul'd avoid possible

processing bottlenecks" The serial communication system

kept t.o a mininum the number of cLock, input, and output

Iínes required to operate the sensor array"
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The hard\,vare system was designed in CMQS VLSf , creating

two test integrated circuits " A single pixet circuit with

many additional test pins and a nine pixel building block to

examine the conplete system operation r¡Jere designed and

irnplernenÈed in sílicon. The chosen systems went through

four computer design cycles prior to the final design being

constructed. Upon return of the manufactured fCs, complete

system testing was performed. The cornplete operation of a

single pixel was examined for speed and firing threshold"

The nine pixel block was tested for system operation, and a

larger sensor tttuy tuå simulated to examine the real world

sized performance of the design.

7 "2 Conclusions

À successfut hardware implementation of the four point

edge detection algorithm has been achieved. The designed

inÈegraÈed circuits performed as expected. As found in the

testing stage, the performance of the biased inverter

arnplifier was the source of the tactile irnage processing

bottleneck" The relatively slow response tirne of the

amplifier rr/as isolated as the limiting factor in the tactile

irnage throughput. Sensor pad sampling rates as highlíghted

below dictate the tactile irnage refresh rate.
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Tab1e 7 "I. Sensor Pad

Sampling No. of
Frequency SamPles

Sampling "

Sampling
Duration

Total
Period

3

I

2 I{Hz

5 l{Hz

"5

"2

p.s

[¿s

LtS

ps

1"5

L"6

While sampling the sensor pad at 2 MfIz error free

operation occurred when 3 samples of the pad voltage \dere

taken. using this sampting rate, âD upper linit edge point

image refresh rate of 666"6 klHz is attainable" While

sanrpling the sensor pad at 5 wlz error free operation

occurred when I samples of the pad voltage were taken. This

sampling rate allows an upper linit edge point image refresh

rate of 625.0 kHz"

The above data leads to the realization that the

designed system could produce edge data images at an

effective rate in excess of 600 kHz" A conpleLe one hundred

pixel array using a serial scan clock rate of l-0 MHz could

then transmit useful sized tactile images at a rate of l-00

kHz. This image refresh rate is high enough to perform Èhe

desired task of object identification from a list of objects

that the gripper couJ-d be exposed to, and also the object's

position in the gripper" The image refresh rate is also

sufficient to detect and correct for object slipping" The

designed system may not however, have the processing

throughput required for robot.ic kinesÈhesia which would be
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required for real time object manipulation used possibly in

automated manufacturing. These speeds could be easily

achieved by impJ-ementing a speciall-y designed operational

aniplifier in place of the biased inverter amplífier" With a

more accurate amplifier creating improved rise and falI

response times, and pushing the seriat scan clock rate to

100 HHz, useful image refresh rates could be easily

increased to beYond 1 MHz

When the systern design began, the manufacÈuring

technology offered by Northern Telecom was a 5 ¡lrn single

metal layer CMOS process. The edge detection processor þ/as

implernented with the metal sensor pad located physicatly in

the niddle of the tactile píxel with the required processing

circuitry surrounding the pad" This strategy vüas dictated

by the availability of only one metal layer which was used

for the sensor pad and rnade the complete pixel size much

larger than the metat pad itself" In the finat design stage

the IC manufacturing process offered by Northern Telecom vJas

updated to a 3 prn dual metal layer CMOS process. Due to

the.change in technology a scaling process was used to

translate the 5 ¡rrn design to a 3 pn implementation" A'

major redesign would have been required to fully take

advantage of the improved manufacturing process and was not

undertaken due to tirne consÈraints " The rna jor fact .that
came to light was that a working systern could be implenented

in ?. sincr'le met'a] 'laver technology" This ]ed to the4.f s --J --

realization that future tactile pixel systems could fu1ly
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exploit the dual metal layer manufacturing process by

placing the edge point processing circuitry underneath the

metal sensor pad. A future design us.ing t,his layered

strategy could be constructed wÍth a substantially hígher

resolution" rt was also observed that pixel size could then

if requíred, decrease down to the area required to lay out

the edge processing circuítrY.

The future desígn possibilíties discussed in the

previous section could lead to tactile ICs being

manufactured with more than nine pixels per chip. WÍth the

use of physical-Iy largär integrated circuits and placing the

edge processing circuitry underneath the metal sensor Pad,

both pixel resolution and pixel count per chip could

increase subsÈanÈialIy. Using these ideas' and finding the

balance between chip size and effective rc yield, could

greatly slnplify the later manufacturíng detail reguired to

construct useful- sized tactile Eensors'

A najor problem to be overcome in constructÍng useful

sized sensors from individual Ïcs is rnaintaíning the pixel

spacíng at the junction of two ICs" Pixel spacing on one

individual IC must be ¡naintained across each junction when

several ICs are connected to facilitate larger sensor

construcÈion. This problern can be solved by manufacturing

the individual ICs wiÈh very srna1I connection pads'

Research is requlred Lo find the ninÍmum sized pad which can

serve as the platform to efficiently connect iwo ÏCs
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together from a manufacturing viewpoint" Once this mÍnimum

connection pad síze is deterrnined, it will dictate t'he

minimuru spacing beLween pixels both on the individual ICs

and across the junction of the edges of Èwo ICs" Together

brith this work, a process must be developed to form the

actual connections betv¡een the ICs. This process etould

would borrow ideas from the welL established ¡nethod of

connecting an IC to its pin package"

As discussed in detail in chapter 5, specialized chip

carriers must be designed and constructed to hold' protect'

and form the st.rength member of a useful sized Sensor"

Research into the type of material- used, and the ¡nethod of

attaching the individual ICs to the chip carrier is

required. The design must incorporate very accurate

tolerances in fC placement and must facilitate and provide

protection for the interconnection structure of the large

sensor array. In an end to aII the specialized chip carrier

design, each separate application in whÍch the sensor array

will be used musL be analyzed and optinized from a

perfornance and threshold sensitivity perspective.

The use, attachment, and protection of the Kynar piezo-

electric film must be examined in further detail. Several

proposals for mechanical isolaËion of the piezo filn, sensor

pad system hlere suqgested in Chapter 5' The potential for

higher generating voltages from thicker or layered piezo-

electric filur should be tested in order to obtaín a range of
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voltage and threshold values to be apptied Èo a specific

application. A further possibility for the implementation

of the piezoelectric film is that it could be grown on the

metal sensor pad as a last. stage in the VLSI manufacturing

process" This process could be accurately controlled t.o

produce specific performance pararneters and would reduce the

complexity of large sensor consÈruction.

The design constructed in this thesis would easily lend

itself t,o a multiple threshold implementation usinq ^4,/D

devices on the output of the anplifier. The pressure

applied on different areas of an object could be read out on

subsequent tactile inages. The edge outline of a specific

pressure threshold could be read by altering the firing

threshold of the anplifier / analog to digiÈal circuitry

system" Edge point inages would be constructed in a

similar manner to the single threshold design, with

subsequent images showing different pressure gradients.

Finally, the research sarried out in this thesis could

be applied to a wide variety of technologies. A proven

process exists where detailed circuitry can be manufactured

using a flexible mediurn. When the circuitry required to

implement a tactile sensor array ls siurplified and

finalized, the nanufacture of a strong, flexible sheet of

touch pixels would find a wide variety of uses" These would

include a precursor to a robotic skin, and the active

efement in providing sínp1e touch to a prosthetic limb to

give lirnited tacÈile feedback to a human user.
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INPUT TN\TERTER FOR SENSOR PÃÐ GATN

* Ã Gain Biased @OS InverLer

.OPIIONS LIMPIS=186 NODE

* Translstor Deflnatlon

M0 2 3 1 1 PEìIH L=5.e-06 Sã=150.e-06
M1 0 3 2 0 NENH L=5.e-06 W=50.e-06

* Source and Input Deflnitl-on

vDDloDCSV
*vrN 3 0

* Node Capacltance
*
C\rDD 1 0 2.5071e-14
CINP 3 0 1.54538e-13
COITT 2 0 9.5792e-1tl
*
* Reslstor Definltlon

R1 4 2 13499
F' 4 1 33389
R3 4 3 19469

* Transistor Models

.MODEL NENH NMOS (LE\¡EL=2 . 0 VTO=O. 950 KP=24. 8E-06 Gå'l'fl'fA=1 .3
* PHI=O.7 IÀMBDÀ=I.0E-2 RD=2.0E0 RS=2.080 CBD=2.0E-14
+ CBS=2.08-14 IS=1. 0E-L4 PB=O . 70 CGSæ4 .08-10 CGDO=4.0E-10
+ CGBO=2.08-10 RSH=15 .0 C,f=4.08-4 ì'tLJ=2.0 CJSW=8.0E-10 M.ïSW=Z.0
* JS=1.08-6 TOX=8.508-8 NSUB=9.92E15 fPG=1.0 XJ=1.0E-6
* LD=7 . 0E-7 UO=750 UCRIT=6.4804 IIEXP=O. 139 V]'A)C=S .0E+4)
.MODEL PENH Pl'lOS (!E\¡EL=2.0 VTO=-o.95 I@=8 .ltE-6 G.AI'fl.l,A=o. 6
* PHI=O.6 LÀMBDÀ=3.0E-2 RD=2.0E0 RS=2.080 CBD=2.0E-14
* CBS=2.0E-14 IS=1.0E-14 PB=O.70 CGSO=4.0E-10 C@O=4.0E-10
+ CGBO=2. 0E-10 RSH=75. 0 CJ=1 . 8E-04 l4'J=2 .0 CJSI{=6. 0E-10
* I'Í.TSW=2 . 0 ,fS=1 . 0E-6 IOX=8 .508-08 NSITB=1 .98E15 TPGL.0
* XJ=9.08-7 LD=6.0E-? ttÈ250. 0 UCRIT=1.23804 IIÐ@=0.022
* \^fÀX=3.084)

* Arralysls Definltion

.TRAlr 1NS 50NS

* Output Definltlon

.PRTNT TR¡,N V(3)

.PRTNT TRÀìr V(2)

.PRINT TRjå,rr V(1)

.END
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TNPUÎ TN\TERTER FOR SENSOR PAD GATN

* À Gain Biased C.þIOS Inverter
* I{it.h Second Latching InverLer
t
.OPTIONS IIMPTS=1E6 NODE

* Transístor Deflnitl.on

M0 2 3 1 1 PENH L=5.e-06 W=150.e-06
M1 0 3 2 0 NENH l:5.e-06 W=50.e-06
)r2 4 2 1 1 PENH L=5.e-06 W=20.e-06
Y.3 0 2 4 0 NENH l=5.e-06 W=20.e-06

* Source and InPuÈ Deftnltton

\DD10DC5V
VIN3O

* Node Capacitance

{rDD 1 0 2.5071-e-14
;rNP 3 0 1.54538e-13
coUI 2 0 9.5792e-14
CL 4 0 9.5e-14
*
* Resistor Definltion
*
R1326K
R23115K
*
,t translstor Models

.MODEL NENH NMOS (I,E\ÆL=2. 0 VTO=O.90 KP=3.058-05 G.A¡áMA=I .592
* PHI=0. 695 L.A!'ßDÀ=l .08-2 RD=2.0E0 RS=2.0E0 CBD=2.0E-l-4
* CBS=2.0E-14 IS=1.0E-14 PB=O.70 CGSO=2.84E-10 CGDO=2.84E-10
+ CGBO=2. 0E-10 RSH=15. 0 CJ=3. 44E-4 M.I=O .50 C,ISW=I .098-9 MJSI{=O.50
* JS=l.37E-5 TOX=8.508-8 NSIIB=9 .92ELS TPG:1.0 XJ=l.0E-6
* LD=7.0E-7 UO=750 UCRII=6.{E04 IIEXP=o.139 V}fÀX=4.92E+5)
.MODEL PENH PMOS (LE\ÆL:2. 0 VTO=-0. 90 KP=9.758-6 GÀ.ÞIMA=O. 634
* PHI=O. 612 IÀ¡'ÍBDÀ=3.0E-2 RD=2.080 RS=2 .080 CBD=2.0E-14
* CBS=2.08-14 IS=1.0E-14 PB=O.70 CGSO=Z.44E-10 CGDO=2.448-10
* CGBO=2 . 0E-10 RSH=75 . 0 CJ=1 . 54E-04 Ì'LT=O.50 CJSW=4 .378-l'0
+ I'f,fSw=0. 50 ,fS=4 .198-10 TOX=8 .50E-08 NSITB=I . 98815 lPel .0
* XJ=9.08-7 LD=6.0E-? UO=240. 0 UCRII=I.23804 Vî.]KP=O.022
* \ll'lAX=?.33E4)

* .Analysis Definltlon
*
.DC vrN 0 5.0 .1

* Output DeflnlLlon
*
.PR]NT DC V(3)
.PRTNT DC V(2)
.PRTNT DC V(4)
. E¡ID
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TNPUÎ I}TI¡ERTER FOR SENSOR PÀÐ GAIN

* .A Gain Blased Cl'fOS Invert'er
* With Second latching.InverLer
È (franslent Àrralysts)

-OPIIONS I,IMPTS=XE6 NODE

* Translstor Deflnit,lon

:;,'-9 2 3 1 1 PENH IF5.e-06 W=155.e-06
;41 0 3 2 0 NENH L=5.e-06 !ü=60-e-06
l't2 5 2 1 1 PENH L=5.e-06 EI=20.e-06
sá3 0 2 5 0 NENH L=5.e-06 W=30.e-06

* * Sou¡ce and InPut DeflnlLion
*
\iÐD10DC5V
vrN 3 0 PltrsE (2.3 2.9 sNS zNS zNS ltNS 25NS)

* Node CapaciLance

C\¡ÐD 1 0 2.507Le-L4
CINP 3 0 1.54538e-13
COUI 2 0 9.5792e-14
CL 4 0 9.5e-14
*
* Resistor Deflnltl-on

R1 4 2 13499
R2 4 1 19é69
R3 4 3 33389

* Translstor D,{o.de1s

.MODEL NENH NMOS (LEVEIF2 . 0 VTæO . 95 KP=24 . 8E-06 GAMMÀ=I .3
* PHI=0 . 7 IÀ!,ÍBDÀ=L .08-2 RD=2. 0E0 RS=2 . 0E0 CBD=2 . 0E-1tt
+ CBS=2.0E-14 IS=1 . 0E-14 PB=O . ?0 CGSÈ¿ .0E-10 CGÐO=4.08-10
-* CGBO=2. 0E-10 RSH=15. 0 C,f=4. 0E-4 l'1,J=2.0 CJSII=8.0E-10 t'LISW=2.0
rL ,IS=1 .0E-6 TOX=8.50E-8 NSUB=9. 92815 EPÈ1 .0 XJ=1 .0E-6
* IÐ=7 . 0E-? UO=?50 UCRIÍ=S . 0804 IIEXP=0 . 14 \I}ÍAX=S . 0E+4 NEFF=I . 0 )

.MODEL PENH PIIOS (t'F'\¡8Lp2.0 vTF-0.95 KP=8.48-6 GÀl'fl'lA=O.6
* PHI=O.6 LÀMBDÀ=3.ÛE-2 RD=2.0E0 RS=2.080 CBD=2.0E-14
* CBS=2. 0E-14 IS=1.0E-14 PB=O .70 CGSG4 .08-10 CGDF4 .0E-10
+ CGBO=2. 0E-10 RSH=75.0 CJ=1 . 8E-4 l4'J=2.0 CJSW=6.0E-10
4 !'IJSW=2. 0 ,fS=1 . 0E-6 TOX=8 .508-08 NSIIB=1 .98E15 fPel .0
+ XJ=9.0E-7 LD=6. 0E-7 VÈ250. 0 UCRfT=1. 0804 IIEXP=O.03
* \lÞlÀX=3. 0E4 NEFF=I .0)

* Àr¡alysis Deflnltion

.TR.AIT 1NS sONS

* OuÈput Deflnltion

.PRINT rRAlr V(3)

.PRrNr rRÀ¡¡ V(2)
-PRTNT TR.AN V(4)
.PRrNr rRÀn v(5)
.E!{D
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}'fOS OUIPUT CI{ÃRåCTERS
.OPIIONS NODE
vDs30
vcs20
ltI I 2 0 0 MOD1 r:dlI !{=$! AD=10P .AS=10P
.MODEL MOD1 Nì4OS \/TO=-2 NSITB=I .0815 UO*550
vrDs 3 1

-Dc vÐs 0 10 .5 vcs 0 5 1

.PRrNr DC r(\rIDs) v(2)

.PLOÍ DC r (vrDs)
-gllD
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DESIGN REFERENCE: MBO64

TTTLE: Ã SINGLE PIXEL TACTILE SENSOR

DESIGNER: Gerry Klym M"Sc"
Department of Electrical Engineering
University of ManiÊoba

DESCRIPTION: The IC is single pixel tactile sensor
implernented for testing the tactile
performance of the design. The Ic facilitates
exhaustive testing of a biased inverter
amplifier and the single pixel's edge detection
and data routing circuitry" The large metal
pad accepts smalt voltages generated by a piezo
electric fi1m" This signal is amplifíed and
conditioned for tactile image edge detection"
Edge data is then loaded into a paralleI load,
serial shift register and read out of the
pixeI.

OTHER INFORMÄTION: The work is part of an M"Sc" thesis
research project.

NOTE: The J-arge metal pad has the protective layer of
overglais removed for contact with a piezo electric
film "
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DESIGNER: Gerry Klym M"Sc.
Departrnent of Electrical Engineering
{JniversitY of, Manit.oba

DESCRIPTION: The IC is nine pixel tactile sensor
implemented for testing the tactile system
performance of the design" The IC facilitates
exhaustive testing of the nine pixel edge
detection and data routing circuitry" The
l-arge metal pads accept small voltages
generated by a piezo electric fi1n. These
signals are amplified and conditioned for
tactite image edge detection. Edge daÈa is
then loaded in paralIel and serially rasÈer
scanned out of the sensor"

DESTGN REFERENCE: MBO65

TTTLE: A TÀCTILE SENSOR BUILDING BLOCK

OTHER

NOTE:

INFORMATÏON: The work is part of an M.Sc" thesis
research project.

The large metal pad has the protective layer of
overgJ-aÁs removed for contact with a piezo elecÈric
f iLnr "
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TEST 1- " One Pixel- Seria} Shift Test

IC Pin Pin Designation Connected To

28

29

3

1_ l_

Ground

+5V"

Data fn

P/S_Con

IC Breadboard Ground

IC Breadboard Power

Port00 DataGen

Port02 DataGen

Port 0 l- Data Gen

PortOO DataA,naI

1-2 or 30 Clock 3

13 Data Out

Tab1e. B.L. One Pixel Serial Shift Test Wiring"

- Examine t.he operation of the para.Ilet load / serial

shift, shift register control line (p/s-con), and the

sería1 shifting routine.

- Toggle Clock 3 "

- App1y test data to the Data In port.

- Monitor the Data out Port

- when the p/s-con line is low the shift register is

in the parallel ]oad mode"

- test data applied to the Data In port is inhibited

from reaching the Data Out Port.

- all zeroes should appear at the Data Out port"

- when the p/s_con line i.s triEh the shift register

is in the seri.al shift node

test data applied to the Data In port is connected

and ready to be clocked to the Data Out port"

* Ðata OuÈ should equal Data fn with one clock

period delaY"
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The results of the one pixel serial shift testing are

as follows:

al-I zeroes appeared at the output when p/s_con was

l-ow "

- the output correctly tracked the input after a one

clock period delay when p/s_con was high.

- the serial shifting operation v¡as successful to a

clock rate of 10 MHz.

TEST 2. one Pixel Edge Point Logic Test

IC Pin Pin Designation Connected To

28

29

1

2

l_0

Ll_

L2

18

B

22

32

40

l_3

l_8

39

or

or

or

20

l-9

31

or 30

Ground

+5V"

Sampì.e Clock

Clock l-

Clock 2

P/S_Con

Clock 3

Sensor Pad Input

South In

East In

North In

West In

Data Out

Sensor Pad Input

East Out

IC Breadboard Ground

IC Breadboard Power

Port 0 l- Data Gen

Port03 DataGen

PortO2 DataGen

Port l- l- Data Gen

Port01 DataGen

Port00 DataGen

Port2 O DataGen

Portl2 DataGen

Port l- 3 Data Gen

Port2 :. DataGen

Port O 1- Data ^A,naI

Port02 DataAnaI

Port00 DaÈaAnal

One Pixet Edge Point Logic lest lr7iring,

B2
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Examine the operation of the edge point detecÈion

1ogic" verify that edge data creaLed internal to the

pixel can be ]oaded into the parallel load port of

the shift register and can then be serially shifted

to the data output pin.

Program the sarnpling clock, Clock 3' and the parallel

/ serial control lines ínto the Data Generator

according to the system tining diagram presented in

Fig 4 "5.
Hold Clock 1-, and Clock 2 high so that sensor pad

data can ripple. through the arnplifier, be sampled by

the latch, and be passed directly through the edge

detection logic to the parallel load port of the

shift register"
Apply small voltage change test data to the sensor

pad test pin to simulate pressure data. Monitor this

voltage to aid in observing the timing

synchronization of the sensor pad sarnpling procedure"

Create several test vectors for the N S E Ed input

Lines to make the single pixel under testi an

isolated point, âD edge point, and an interior point"

Program these vectors into the Data Generator"

Monitor one of the N S E w output lines to verífy

that pressure data to adjacent pixels is being

properly generated corresponding to the low voltage

test data applied,

Monitor the Data out port to observe the expected

data being generated"
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- the samplínE clock applied to the one bít latch

should enabl-e the latch to successfuÌIy read

pressure data being sirnulated on the sensor pad"

the Clock 3 and p/s_con lines should operate the

parallel loading, followed by the serial shifting

of the shift register.

Clock 1 and Clock 2 when held high, will all-ow

edge data to fl-ow directly throuEh the

transmission gates to the paralleI }oad port of

the shift register.

the simulaÈed pressure snall voJ-tage changes

should triqger the biased amplifier to its high

state, thus replicating the voltages which wil-l- be

generated by the piezo electric filn.

the programmed N S E W test data should sinulate

data which wilt be generated from adjacent pixels

under actual working sensor system conditions"

The resutts of the one pixel edge detection logic

operati-onal testing are as f ollows:

the cl-ock and control lines successfully operated

the sampling and routing tasks required"

the applied smal-t voltage test data triggered the

biased inverter amplifier to the high state and

returned the anplifier to a low state when the

smalI voltage j-ncrement was removed"

upon appiicaÈion of Èhe programmed N S E W input

Lines to the logic circuitry in conjunction with

Èhe internaLly created pressure data:
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- a val-ue of 1 signifying an edge point was

detected when an isolated point was simulated"

a val-ue of L signifying an edge point was

det.ected when an edge point was simulated"

- a value of 0 signifying an interior point was

detected when an interior point was simulated"

data supplied to the N S E W output lines was

correctly generated, signalling the presence or

absence of simulated pressure data at the pixel
under test"

the ¡rresence or absence. of edge point data was

detected at the output data port in accordance

with the snalI voltage change test data and N S

E W input data applied to the one pixel circuit.
using a five clock period sanpling interval of Èhe

sensor pad the operation of the edge detection
logic coul-d be driven to l-0 MHz" without errors
occurring.

TEST 3 " Input Pressure Signal Duration Test

- Examine the time duration that the srnall voltage

signaJ- from the pièzo electric filn must be valid
order to successfully deÈect the pressure voltage

the se¡?sor pad.

- Vary Èhe clock speed and number of sanpling pulses

applied to the one bit latch while monitoring one of
the. N S E W output data lines t,o observe successful

sanpling
B5
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apply a constant smal-l- voltage value t.o the sensor

input pad when the sampling routine begins to
place the biased amplifierin it.s high output

state "

- sample the arnplifier output nine Èimes while

increasing the sampling rate until errors occur.

after determining the maximum error free sanpling

rate decrease the number of sampl-ing pulses until_

errors occur"

- The results of the sensor pad sarnpling duration

testing are as follows:

- using nine sarnpling pulses, successfu] amplifier
sampling was achieved to a clock sampling rate of

20 }4Jlz"

- while maintaining the 20 l4ÍIz" clock rate, the
' number of sarnpling pulses could be reduced to

seven without the occurrence of errors"

- during further trials at a l-0 MHz" clock rate, the

number of sarnpling pulses could be reduced to
three without the occurrence of errors.

- Vary the clock speed and pulse duration of the lov¡

voltage test data applied to the sensor pad test
port, while sanpling the amplifier at rates which did

not cause error in the previous examínation"

- the trial began using l- kHz" clock rate and a 50 I
duty cycle for the test data into the sensor pad

test port,
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observe one of the N S E W output lines for errors

during the pulse duration testing.

increase the cl-ock rate and vary the duty cycle of

the sensor pad test data to create error free

samÍ)Iing of tt¡e biased amplifier"

The results of the piezo film sirtulation, freguency

and pulse u¡idth testing are as follows:

sensor pad test data was applied at frequencies up

to 500 kÉz. with a minimum duty cycle of 75 Z

which means that the piezo film generator voltage

must be valid for at minimum i-"5 ¡¿s.

sampling of the sensor test vo'ltage could be done

at 2 MHz " t.aking three samples per test pulse 
"

at a higher sampling frequency of 5 MlIz", eight

samples per test pulse vtere required for error

free operation"

TEST 4. Biased InverÈer Amplifier Threshold Test

IC Pin Pin Designation Connected To

28

29

18

Ground

+5V"

Pad Data In

IC Breadboard Ground

fC Breadboard Povrer

Port00 DataGen

l- or 20 Sample Clock Port 0 l- Data Gen

l-0 or 3l- Clock 2 Port O 2 Data Gen

39 E Out Port 0 0 Data AnaI

Table. 8"3" Biased Inverter Amplifíer Threshold Test' Wiring.
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Examine the threshold voltages reguired to fire and

reset the biased inverter anplifier" Verify al-so the

upper clock frequency at which these volÈages can be

pulsed without errors in the operation.

Apply small voltage increments to the sensor pad test

pín and observe the operation of the amplifier by

monitoring the E_out output pin" Due to restrictions

inherent in the Data Generator, a voltage pulse

generated must have at minimum a "5 volt difference

between the upper and lower voltage extremes.

- when Èhe applied test data is in Èhe low state the

amplifier must put out a logical o value.

- when the applied tesÈ data is in the high state

the anplifier must put out a logical l- va1ue"

The results of the biased inverter anplifier

threshold testing are as follows:

- the anplifier when sitting at the bias poínt of

2"7 volts hras correctly found in the Iow output

state in all one pixel ICs.

- an incremental application of "2 volts triggered

the anplifier to the high output state" The pad

voltaqe monitored with an oscilloscope was 2.g

r¡o1ts "

- a decremental application of "3 volts reset the

arnplifier to Èhe low output state. The pad

voltage monitored with an oscilloscope was 2.4

volts "
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due to loading between the biased sensor pad and

the Data Generator output line, the applied test
pulse had an upper threshol.d of 1-"2 volts which

created the pad voltage of 2 " 9 volts, and a lower

Èhreshold of "7 volts which created the pad

voltage of 2.4 vol-ts.

the application of this minimum val-ue sensor pad

test data coul-d be generated at 500 P'}Jz. without

the occurrence of error"

TEST 5" Nine Pixel Serial Shift Test

fC Pin pin Oesignation Connected To

26

27

3

1-O

l_L

39

Ground

+5V"

Data fn

P/S_Con

Clock 3

Data Out

IC Breadboard

IC Breadboard

Port 0 0 Data

Port O l- Data

Port O 2 Data

Port 0 0 Data

Ground

Power

Gen

Gen

Gen

Änal

Table. 8"4. Nine Pixe1 Serial Shift Test Idiring"

Verify the operation of the nine pixel serial
shifting routine.

Toggl-e Clock 3 "

App1y test data to the Data In port,

Monitor the Data Out port.

Hold the p/s_con line high so that the chain of nine

shift registers are in the serial shifting mode.
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test data monitored at the Data Out port shoul_d

equal that daÈa applied to the Data fn port.
The resuLts of the nine pixel serial_ shift testing
are as follows:

the output correctl_y tracked the input after a

nine clock period delay"

it was observed that input data must be valj_d on

the leading edge of the Clock 3 pulse for proper

operation.

- the serial shifting operation rdas successful to a

clock rate of 10 MHz.

TEST 6. Nine Pixel Cornplete System Operation Test

IC Pin Pin Designation Connected To

26

27

19

10

22

2J_

9

11_

39

Ground

+5V.

Pad Data In

P/S_Con

Samp1e Clock

Clock 1-

Clock 2

Clock 3

Data Out

IC Breadboard

IC Breadboard

Port 0 0 Data

Port l- L Data

Port 0 l- Data

Port 0 3 Data

Port 0 2 Data

Port l- 0 Data

Port O O Data

Ground

Power

Gen

Gen

Gen

Gen

Gen

Gen

A,na1

Table" 8"5" $ine Pixel Complete System Operation Test
wiring"
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Examine the complete operation of the nine pixel fC

with pixet pressure data simulated through test pins.

Verify the complete operation of the nine pixel IC"

This entails the sampling, edge detection, parallel
loading, and serial- shift.ingi, while observing the

Data Out port for the appearance of edge point tesÈ

data applied to the left center pixel.

The left center pixel is chosen because test pins

were provided to that pixeÌ to enable the input of
sensor pad data"

Toggle Clock 3 to employ serial shifting"
Äpply test data to the Data In port"

Honitor the Data Out port"

Hold the p/s_con line high so that the chain of nine

shift registers are in the serial shifting mode.

Interrupt the serial shifting routine and perform the

sampling, the edge detection, and parallel loading

according to the tirning diagrarn in Fig. 4.5. Duríng

the sampling, simulate edge data for the left center

pixel.

Resurne the serial shifting routine after parallel
loading, and observe that data from the f,ourth pixel
siEnals the occurrence of an edge point.

- while serial shift.ing is operating, test data

monitored aÈ the Data Out port should equal that
data applied to the Data fn port"
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- The

are

after parallel loading and the resumption of

serial shifting, the first three bits of data to

appear at the Data out port. should be zero '
followed by one data bit of one, followed by five

data bits of zero, then the output should again

track the input data applied at the Data In port"

results of the complete nine pixel fC testing

as follows:

the output correctly tracked the input after a

nine clock period delay during serial shifting"

after the parall-eI loading interruption, the edge

data which was applied to the fourth pixet in the

nine pixel chain appeared in its correct position,

preceded by three zeroes and fotlowed by five

zeroes.

after resumption of the serial shifting and the

output of the locally generated dat'a, the output

correctly tracked the inPut data"

the complete system operation was successful to a

clock rate of 2 l{tlz" Iimited only by the sampling

procedure required to read the test data applied

to the test sensor Pad.

TEST 7 "

- Examine Èhe compleÈe ogreration of the nine pixel IC

with pixel ¡)ressure daLa simulated with test probes"
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- This series of tests was done in a manner exactty
Iíke the previous test, but with a test probe making

direct contact with a sensor pad in order to sirnulate
sensor pad pressure daÈa" Each pixel was examined in
this way to verify the correct operation of alr nine
pixels in the sensor array.

The test routine bras carried out and monit,oring of
the Data out port enabled the observation of the data
generated locaIIy, internal to the IC, preceded and

fol-lowed by the input data applied to the input port.
fn each of nine trials the output data generated

after the parallel loading should have an edge data

value observed in the corresponding Location

according to the pixel that the test probe is
connected to. the edge data bit in each case shourd

be preceded and followed by the appropriate number of
zeroes to indicate the absence of pressure data at
the remaining pixels"

- The results of the conplete nine pixel IC testing
with pad data applied through a probe are as fotrows:

- the output correctly tracked the input after a

nine clock period delay during serial shifting.
in each case after the parallel loading

interruption, the edge data which was applied by

the test probe in the nine pixel chain appeared ín
its correct position, preceded by the appropriate
nurnber'of zeroes and folrowed by the appropriaÈe

number of zeroes"
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after resunption of the serial shifting and the

output of the locally generated data, the output

correctly tracked the input data.

the complete system operation was successful to a

clock rate of 2 I{Hz. linited only by the sampling

procedure required to read the pressure data

applied by the probe to the test sensor pad.

TEST 8.

Examine the operation of the nine pixel IC while

simulating adjacently placed ICs by generating data

which would originate from. all sides of of the nine

pixel array" This procedure wil] simulate how the

nine pixel IC woul-d operate as an el-ement of a larger
sensor array.

Create several test vectors for the N S E [d input

lines to simulate cerÈain pixels as edge points" In

the nine pixel IC, a test pin was provided for each

pixel allowing adjacent fC input to be applied.

There are three N S E W input lines available for a

total of twelve input lines to be used in simulating

adjacently placed ICs. Progrram these designed

vectors into the Data Generator" The wiring of these

input lines is shown in Table 8.6"
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IC Pin Pin Designation Connected To

L2

6

I

2

37

38

28

34

33

20

25

23

TL S-in

TC S_in

?R S_iN

RT Erl_in

RC W_in

RB W-in

BL N_in

BC N_in

BR. N_in

LT E_in

LC E_in

LBEin

Port

Port

Port

Port

Port.

Port

Port

Port

Port

Port

Avaí1

Avail

l- 2 DaÈa Gen

L 3 Data Gen

2 O DaÈa Gen

2 I Data Gen

2 2 Data Gen

2 3 Data Gen

3 0 Data Gen

3 1 Data Gen

3 2 Data Gen

3 3 Data Gen

Port Data Gen

Port Data Gen

T:Top B=Bottom L:Left R:Right C=Center

Table" 8.6" Adjacent IC Simulation Test Vector
Wiring.

This stage of the complete nine pixel fC operational

testing is similar to the previous two stages but

with more detailed local edge data created. Local

pressure data applíed to the pixels hras provided

through Èest pins and test probes" ÀI1 nine piNels

$tere examined for correct performance

characteristics .

Toggle Clock 3 Èo initialize and empj-oy serial
shifting"
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Hold the p/s-con line high so that the chain of nine

shift registers are in the serial shifting mode.

App1y random test data to the Data In port.

Flonitor the Data Out Port.

Interrupt the serial shifting routine by resetting

the p/s-con ]ine low and perform the samplitg, the

edge detection, and parallel loading according to the

tinring diagram in Fig " 4"5. During the sarnpling,

apply certain prograluned test vectors and sensor pad

pressure data to simulate edge points for specific

pixels in the nine Pixel array"

Resume the seriaÌ shifting routine after parallel

loading, and observe the locally generated data at

the output port. Observe the specific positions in

the output where logical l- data values are expected

to appear to correctly signal the occurrence of edge

points.

- while serial shifting is operating, randorn test

data monitored at the Data Out port should equal

that random data applied to the Data In port.

after parallel loading and the resumption of

serial shi.fting, the ¡nonitoring of the Data out

port enabled the observation of the data generated

loca}ly, internal to the IC, preceded and foll-owed

by the input data applied to the input port. In

each trial the local output data generaÈed should

have an edge data value observed in the
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correspondíng locations according to the pixels

that the test pin and/or test probes are connected

to, in conjunction with the programmed test vector

applied to the nine pixel- IC. Ãfter local data is

received the output should again track Èhe random

input data applied at the Data In port"

- The results of the complete nine pixel IC testing

with adjacent IC simulation, are as fol-lows:

- the output correctly tracked the randorn input

after a nine clock period detay during serial

shifting

after the paral}el loading interruption was

terminated, the serial shifting vtas resumed" The

simulated edge data which btas created by the

cornbination of the sensor pad test Pin, the test

probe and the adjacent IC vectors appeared in

their respective positions in the nine pixel

chain. These edge points s¡ere correctly observed

in each triat, preceded by the appropriate number

of zeroes and followed by the appropriate number

of zeroes

- after the Local data &/as received, the ouÈput

correctly tracked the random input data.

-- ÈÌle s.ermpLebe system operation was successful to a

clock rate of 2 ltftlz. linited only by the sampling '

procedure required to read the test data applied

to the various sensor pads"
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